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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for
weaving a pile fabric with one or more pile-free zones, in
which in each case one or more ground weft threads are
inserted between binding warp threads, tension warp
threads and pile warp threads on a weaving loom in series
of successive weft insertion cycles, so that at least one
ground fabric is woven comprising ground weft threads,
binding warp threads and tension warp threads, and so
that pile warp threads are interlaced, in at least one pile
zone, with one or more ground weft threads in the ground
fabric while forming pile. The term ’pile fabric’ is used in
the present patent application to refer to a fabric which,
in at least one zone, has a fabric structure which renders
the fabric thicker locally, such as for example by the pres-
ence of erect pile thread ends (cut pile), pile loops or ribs
(as is the case, inter alia, with ’false bouclé fabrics’) or a
combination of two or more of these fabric structures.
[0002] Belgian patent publication BE 1 013 299 and
the corresponding European publication EP 1 130 144
A1 disclose a method for weaving a looped pile fabric
with pile-free zones, in which the effect of a low-pile velvet
can only be created in a pile-free zone by locally binding
in effect weft threads with laterally protruding filaments.
[0003] Belgian patent publication BE 1 016 849 and
the corresponding European publication EP 1 785 514
disclose a method for weaving fabrics with zones having
a rib structure. The weft threads which support the ribs
are inserted outside the ground fabric. By inserting first
and second supporting weft threads with different col-
ours, it is possible to use the one weft thread in the zones
with a rib structure for rib formation, whereas the other
weft thread runs visibly above the warp threads and cre-
ates an additional effect in these zones with a rib struc-
ture. Therefore, no effects are created here in the rib-free
(i.e. pile-free) zones of the fabric.
[0004] The method according to the patent publication
DE 19924214 makes it possible to achieve colour effects
using different weft threads in pile-free zones of a pile
fabric with cut pile. However, this method requires a spe-
cial jacquard device which drives both the pile warp
threads and the ground warp threads. This requires a
considerable investment and renders the method used
and the ground fabric relatively complicated.
[0005] It is an object of the present invention to provide
a simple method for weaving a pile fabric with pile-free
zones which can be applied while requiring limited in-
vestments and offers a great degree of freedom of design
for determining effects in pile-free zones, and in which
these effects can, in addition, be varied in a highly flexible
way. The above objects are achieved by providing a
method for weaving a pile fabric with one or more pile-
free zones having the features described in the first par-
agraph of this description:

- in which in each case at least one ground weft thread
and at least two effect weft threads having mutually

different appearance-determining properties are in-
serted at well-defined weft insertion levels in succes-
sive series of at least two successive weft insertion
cycles,

- in which the effect weft threads of each series are
inserted in successive weft insertion cycles, and

- in which, in order to create a predetermined effect in
at least one pile-free zone, the binding warp threads
and/or the pile warp threads are positioned in such
a way with respect to the weft-insertion levels that,
in at least one series, at least one effect weft thread
runs substantially uncovered on the pile side of the
ground fabric in at least a part of the pile-free zone,
and

- in which the weft threads are inserted at at least three
different weft-insertion levels.

[0006] For the sake of clarity, it is pointed out that the
word ’series’ in the present patent application is used first
and foremost to refer to a series of successive weft in-
sertion cycles, but that it is also used to refer to ’a series
of weft threads’, meaning the weft threads which are in-
serted during a series of successive weft insertion cycles.
[0007] The expressions ’substantially covered’ and
’substantially uncovered’ used in the present patent ap-
plication refer to a cover which renders the effect weft
threads invisible over more than half or less than half of
their length, respectively, on the pile side in a specific
zone or part-zone of the fabric.
[0008] As the method according to the present inven-
tion makes it possible to leave the features of one or more
effect weft threads optionally substantially uncovered or
substantially covered on the pile side of the ground fabric,
creates an additional possibility to insert some variety in
the pile-free zones of a pile fabric. Thus, each series of
weft threads may comprise two or more effect weft
threads of different colours and one or more of these
colours in the pile-free zone can be made visible over
part of or the complete pile-free zone in order to render
a predetermined colour effect visible in said pile-free
zone.
[0009] The method can be carried out by suitably po-
sitioning the pile warp threads. It is possible but not nec-
essary to drive the binding warp threads, so that the meth-
od can be implemented with simple means.
[0010] During the successive series of weft insertion
cycles, in each case a first and a second effect weft
thread, having a first and a second appearance-deter-
mining property, are preferably inserted.
[0011] Even if more than two different effect weft
threads are inserted per series, a first, second, third,
fourth, .... weft thread respectively having a first, second,
third, fourth .... appearance-determining property is pref-
erably inserted in successive weft insertion cycles in each
case.
[0012] The mutually different effect weft threads in
each series are preferably also inserted in successive
weft insertion cycles in the same order. Thus, the same
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positioning of warp threads always results in the same
effect.
[0013] According to a highly preferred method, the ef-
fect is created by positioning the binding warp threads
and/or the pile warp threads in such a way that, over
several series, the one or more effect weft threads having
the same appearance-determining properties run sub-
stantially uncovered on the pile side of the ground fabric
in each case. A continually recurring positioning of warp
threads with respect to the weft threads of several series
then produces a well-defined effect on a surface of the
pile-free zone.
[0014] In a particularly preferred method according to
the present invention, the binding warp threads and/or
the pile warp threads are positioned in such a manner
that at least one effect weft thread of at least one series
runs substantially uncovered on the pile side of the fabric
in at least a part of the pile-free zone, while every other
effect weft thread of this/these series in said part of the
pile-free zone is substantially covered by binding warp
threads and/or pile warp threads of the ground fabric. By
substantially covering the effect weft threads which do
not have to contribute to the effect in the pile-free zone
at a certain location, the appearance-determining prop-
erties of the substantially uncovered effect weft threads
are emphasized even more.
[0015] According to an advantageous method, the
binding warp threads and/or the pile warp threads are
positioned such that, in at least one series, a first effect
weft thread runs substantially uncovered on the pile side
of the ground fabric in a first part of a pile-free zone, and
a second effect weft thread runs substantially uncovered
on the pile side of the ground fabric in a second part of
the same pile-free zone, so that a different effect is cre-
ated in two parts of the same pile-free zone which suc-
ceed one another in the weft direction. Thus, it is possible
to give the same pile-free zone a varied appearance.
[0016] According to another possibility of varying the
appearance of a pile fabric, optionally in combination with
the variation within the same pile-free zone described in
the above paragraph, the binding warp threads and/or
the pile warp threads are positioned such that, in at least
one series, a first effect weft thread runs substantially
uncovered on the pile side of the ground fabric in a first
pile-free zone, and the second effect weft thread runs
substantially uncovered on the pile side of the ground
fabric in a second pile-free zone, so that a different effect
is created in two pile-free zones which succeed one an-
other in the weft direction and are separated from each
other.
[0017] According to another preferred method, the pile
warp threads in a pile-free zone are positioned such that
at least one effect weft thread of at least one series runs
substantially uncovered by pile warp threads on the pile
side of the ground fabric, while every other effect weft
thread of said series in said part of the pile-free zone is
substantially covered by one or more pile warp threads
of the ground fabric. The pile warp threads are usually

thicker than the binding warp threads and consequently
provide better coverage of the effect weft threads. In ad-
dition, the appearance-determining properties of the cov-
ering pile warp threads may also contribute to a greater
variation in the appearance of the pile-free zones.
[0018] Preferably, pile warp threads in a pile-free zone
are positioned such that one or more pile warp threads
are not used for covering one or more effect weft threads
and are bound in as dead pile warp threads in the ground
fabric. These dead pile warp threads are preferably
bound in the ground fabric together with the tension warp
threads.
[0019] It is also possible to use the binding warp
threads to cover the effect weft threads. In order to be
able to achieve a sufficient degree of coverage, it may
be necessary to use binding warp threads of a greater
thickness than usual for this purpose. The binding warp
threads are then positioned in a pile-free zone such that
at least one effect weft thread of at least one series runs
substantially uncovered by binding warp threads on the
pile side of the ground fabric, while every other effect
weft thread of this/these series in said part of the pile-
free zone is substantially covered by one or more binding
warp threads of the ground fabric.
[0020] On a weaving loom having at least three differ-
ent weft-insertion levels, it is possible to insert, in suc-
cessive weft insertion cycles, in each case an upper effect
weft thread at an upper insertion level, and/or a lower
effect weft thread at a lower insertion level, and a ground
weft thread at an intermediate insertion level, between
warp threads which are positioned with respect to the
insertion levels in such a way that:

- the upper effect weft threads in each case form part
of the upper fabric, the lower effect weft threads in
each case form part of the lower fabric, and the
ground weft threads alternately form part of the upper
and the lower fabric,

- in the upper fabric, at least one upper effect weft
thread runs substantially uncovered for a predeter-
mined length on the upper side of the fabric, so that
a figurative side with a predetermined effect is pro-
duced on the upper side of said fabric, and

- in the lower fabric, at least one lower effect weft
thread runs substantially uncovered for a predeter-
mined length on the lower side of the fabric, so that
a figurative side with a predetermined effect is pro-
duced on the lower side of said fabric.

[0021] By inserting a respective weft thread at three
insertion levels in each insertion cycle, it is possible to
insert a respective effect weft thread for each fabric per
insertion cycle, as well as a third weft thread which is
inserted alternately in the one and the other fabric as a
ground weft thread. The ground weft threads are provid-
ed to be bound in in a substantially invisible manner from
the figurative side on the back of the fabrics, while the
effect weft threads are provided in order to run substan-
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tially uncovered on the figurative side of a fabric for a
predetermined length at certain locations, in accordance
with the desired effect.
[0022] The present method according to the present
invention makes it possible to provide the properties of
one or more effect weft threads as desired, optionally
substantially uncovered on the figurative side of the fab-
ric. As a result thereof, it is additionally possible to provide
variation in this figurative side.
[0023] Covering effect weft threads is achieved, for ex-
ample, by suitably positioning certain warp threads.
[0024] These effect weft threads and ground weft
threads may be identical. In many cases, however, a dif-
ferent type of weft yarn will be used for the ground weft
threads than for the effect weft threads. Thus, the ground
weft threads will often be jute threads or weft threads
which make the properties of the back of the fabric suit-
able for a certain substrate.
[0025] At each insertion level, the weaving loom com-
prises a device for inserting weft threads (e.g. a gripper
system), referred to as insertion device below. Each in-
sertion device on the one hand comprises the insertion
means itself (e.g. the grippers) and on the other hand,
inter alia, also respective drive and guide means, braking
means for reducing the speed of the weft threads, cutting
means for cutting the yarn, and various other parts. All
elements of such an insertion device have to be well de-
signed and adjusted in accordance with the properties
of the type of weft yarn which has to be inserted thereby.
If two or more different types of weft yarn have to be
inserted at a certain insertion level, then all elements of
the insertion device provided at that insertion level have
to be designed and adjusted to be able to cooperate as
well as possible with the two or more different types of
weft yarn. This is not easy and often results in the inser-
tion devices operating in a less than satisfactory manner.
[0026] Due to the fact that with the weaving method
according to the present invention the ground weft
threads are always inserted at the intermediate insertion
level, whereas the effect weft threads are always inserted
at the upper and the lower insertion level, each insertion
device of the weaving loom only has to be designed to
insert one type of weft yarn. This avoids complicated and
time-consuming adjustments and increases the opera-
tional reliability of the weaving loom.
[0027] In addition, if effect weft threads having different
appearance-determining properties are to be introduced
in the fabrics, a weft selection device is only required for
the upper and the lower insertion means. The ground
weave may also be very simple, so that driving of the
ground warp threads can be achieved by simple means.
The ground warp threads may, for example, be driven
by heddles which are situated on a limited number of
different weaving frames, for example 6 to 12 weaving
frames, and driven by means of a cam drum, an electronic
dobby or by means of servomotors and associated re-
duction gearboxes for each weaving frame.
[0028] Preferably, this method is used in such a way

that, for each weft insertion level, in each case a yarn of
virtually the same thickness is inserted during the suc-
cessive insertion cycles. Preferably, this is a yarn with
identical yarn number.
[0029] With the method according to the present in-
vention, effect warp threads are preferably provided on
the weaving loom, and these are then positioned such
that, in at least one of the fabrics, one or more of said
effect warp threads run on the figurative side of one or
more effect weft threads and locally cover said effect weft
threads, depending on the effect to be created.
[0030] Suitable positioning of these effect warp
threads can be carried out using a jacquard machine.
This may, for example, be a full three-position jacquard
machine, in which each of the three positions (above, in
between and below the weft insertion means associated
with a fabric) in each weaving cycle can be achieved.
The method can also be carried out with a jacquard ma-
chine in which only two of the three positions can be
reached in each weaving cycle. Obviously, this then limits
the design options.
[0031] Effect warp threads having such a ’covering
function’ can then be bound in in the fabrics in such a
manner that they themselves only contribute to a limited
degree to the appearance of the figurative side of these
fabrics, if at all.
[0032] Nevertheless, effect warp threads may also be
provided in order to contribute to the appearance of the
figurative side and thus have an ’appearance-determin-
ing function’ in the fabric, in which case they are posi-
tioned in such a manner during the weaving that, in at
least one of the fabrics, one or more of said effect warp
threads alternately run on the figurative side of the fabric
and are interlaced with one or more weft threads of the
fabric, so that their appearance-determining properties
contribute to creating the desired effect.
[0033] The same effect warp thread may have a cov-
ering function at a certain location in the fabric and have
an appearance-determining function at another location
in the fabric. Obviously, an effect warp thread may also
cover the effect weft threads located underneath at the
same location in the fabric and itself contribute to the
appearance of the figurative side, and thus simultane-
ously serve both functions.
[0034] In this patent application, both the ’covering
function’ and the ’appearance-determining function’ of
the effect warp threads are considered to be ’effect-pro-
ducing’. For even in the covering function, the effect warp
threads contribute to producing the desired effect, name-
ly by locally covering certain effect weft threads. A (part
of an) effect warp thread which fulfils one of the two func-
tions is thus ’effect-producing’. A (part of an) effect warp
thread which fulfils none of the two functions or for which
these covering and appearance-determining functions
are of minor importance will be referred to below as ’non-
effect-producing’.
[0035] The effect warp threads are preferably inter-
laced either with ground weft threads or with effect weft
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threads of the respective fabric.
[0036] With a number of known double-face weaving
methods, warp threads which are to be bound in in a
ground fabric have to carry out two different movements
in order to be correctly positioned in the successive in-
sertion cycles. This renders adjustments on the weaving
loom difficult and may adversely affect the operation of
the weaving loom, thus lowering productivity.
[0037] With the method according to the present in-
vention, the drawback mentioned in the previous para-
graph is overcome if (parts of) effect warp threads running
between the ground weft threads, on the one hand, and
the effect weft threads, on the other hand, are bound in
in an extended state in the upper and/or the lower fabric,
or running alternately above and below the successive
ground weft threads are bound in in the upper and/or the
lower fabric.
[0038] These parts are then preferably parts of non-
effect-producing effect warp threads. With this method,
it is sufficient, for example, always to position effect warp
threads ’between the lower and the intermediate insertion
level’ during the successive insertion cycles in order to
bind in these effect warp threads in a non-effect-produc-
ing manner in an extended state between the ground
weft threads and the effect weft threads of the lower fab-
ric.
[0039] According to this method, the abovementioned
drawback can be solved equally well if (parts of) effect
warp threads, running alternately above and below the
successive effect weft threads, are bound in in the upper
and/or the lower fabric. These (parts of) effect warp
threads can then mainly have a covering function at that
location in the fabric, with the desired effect being formed
mainly by the effect weft threads running on the figurative
side of these effect warp threads. Thus, it is sufficient,
for example, to position effect warp threads alternately
’below the lower insertion level’ and ’between the lower
and the intermediate insertion level’ during the succes-
sive insertion cycles in order to make them run alternately
below and above the successive effect weft threads in
the lower fabric.
[0040] By making effect warp threads run either in an
extended state between effect weft threads and ground
weft threads or alternately above and below the succes-
sive effect weft threads with the method according to the
present invention, the effect warp threads can thus be
held in the same position during the weaving or it suffices
to carry out one single movement between two different
positions in order to correctly position them in the suc-
cessive insertion cycles with respect to the three different
weft-insertion levels. Preparing the weaving loom for the
weaving procedure becomes simpler if the warp threads
have to carry out fewer different movements during weav-
ing.
[0041] According to a particularly preferred method, a
double-face weaving method is used in which two ground
fabrics are woven one above the other, with one or more
pile warp threads being interlaced alternately in the upper

and the lower ground fabric with a ground weft thread
and being cut between both ground fabrics, so that two
pile fabrics are formed.
[0042] The pile warp threads can then be positioned
such that one or more pile warp threads form pile accord-
ing to a 1/n V pile weave, in which n equals the number
of weft threads which is inserted in every ground fabric
in each series. If three weft threads are provided for each
series and for each ground fabric, a 1/3 V pile weave is
obtained.
[0043] According to the invention, weft threads are in-
serted at at least three different weft-insertion levels.
Compared to a method using a weaving loom having two
weft-insertion levels, a higher production rate can be
achieved, because the insertion of three weft threads per
ground fabric can now take place in two weft insertion
cycles instead of three weft insertion cycles. Another ad-
vantage is the fact that a simpler weft change motion can
be used, as will be explained below.
[0044] This method makes it possible to provide two
weft insertion cycles per series and to insert, per series
at the upper level a ground weft thread and a first effect
weft thread with a first appearance-determining property,
to insert at the central level in each case a second effect
weft thread with a second appearance-determining prop-
erty, and at the lower level to insert a first effect weft
thread and a ground weft thread.
[0045] This requires a weft change motion which can
present two different weft yarns to the weft insertion
means for the upper insertion level, and which can
present two different weft yarns to the weft insertion
means for the lower insertion level. The weft insertion
means for the central level always insert the same weft
yarn. This weft change motion, referred to as 2 x 2, is
simpler than the weft change motion for inserting three
weft yarns at two levels, referred to as 2 x 3, which is
used with a weaving loom having two weft-insertion lev-
els.
[0046] In this case, the pile warp threads are positioned
such that one or more pile warp threads form pile accord-
ing to a 2/n V pile weave, in which n equals the number
of weft threads which is inserted in each ground fabric
for each series. If 3 weft threads are provided per series
and per ground fabric, a 2/3 V pile weave is obtained.
[0047] With this method, use is preferably made of a
four-position jacquard device for positioning the pile warp
threads by means of which every position in every weft
insertion cycle is attainable.
[0048] When weaving the above-described pile fab-
rics, the pile-forming pile warp threads are preferably
bound through. In other words, they are interlaced in eve-
ry ground fabric with one or more ground weft threads
which run along the back of the pile fabric with respect
to the tension warp threads of the respective ground fab-
ric. Preferably, the warp threads on the weaving loom
are distributed in such a way over a number of reed open-
ings, in which only one binding warp thread is provided
for each reed opening per ground fabric, and the binding
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warp threads are positioned such that several sets of two
cooperating binding warp threads are taken alternately
above and below at least one weft thread, running in
counterphase with respect to each other, with two coop-
erating binding warp threads of a set belonging to two
adjacent reed openings, respectively.
[0049] As a result thereof, the effect weft threads can
be bound in by a smaller number of binding warp threads.
The one or more effect weft threads which, depending
on the desired effect, run substantially uncovered on the
pile side of the fabric, are consequently also covered by
a smaller number of binding warp threads, which obvi-
ously further increases their visibility and thus the created
effect.
[0050] The present method can also be used when
weaving a pile fabric having at least one pile zone with
pile loops, in which at least one ground fabric is woven
while loop weft threads are kept at a distance from the
ground fabric, while one or more pile warp threads are
alternately interlaced with a ground weft thread in the
ground fabric and run over at least one loop weft thread
so that pile is formed.
[0051] It is also possible to weave looped pile fabrics
with weft effects according to a double-face weaving
method, in which two ground fabrics are woven one
above the other while respective loop weft threads are
kept at a distance from the ground fabrics, one or more
first pile warp threads are alternately interlaced in the
upper ground fabric and run over at least one loop weft
thread, so that pile loops are formed on the upper ground
fabric, and one or more second pile warp threads are
alternately interlaced in the lower ground fabric and run
over at least one loop weft thread, so that pile loops are
formed on the lower ground fabric, respectively.
Even when weaving a pile fabric which comprises at least
one zone with looped pile and at least one zone with cut
pile, the method according to the present invention can
be used. Such a fabric is woven, for example, according
to a double-face weaving method, in which two ground
fabrics are woven, one above the other, while respective
loop weft threads are kept at a distance from the ground
fabrics, for example by means of a lancet, in which one
or more first pile warp threads are alternately interlaced
in the upper ground fabric and run over at least one loop
weft thread, so that pile loops are formed on the upper
ground fabric, in which one or more second pile warp
threads are alternately interlaced in the lower ground fab-
ric and run over at least one loop weft thread, so that pile
loops are formed on the lower ground fabric, and in which
one or more third pile warp threads are alternately inter-
laced in the upper and the lower ground fabric with a
ground weft thread and are cut between both ground fab-
rics, so that a zone of cut pile is produced on both ground
fabrics.
[0052] The different effect weft threads may, for exam-
ple, differ from each other by one or more of the following
appearance-determining properties: colour, hairiness,
lustre, coarseness, yarn material, thickness.

[0053] In the following description, some preferred
methods of weaving a pile fabric containing one or more
pile-free zones, according to the present invention, are
described in detail. The sole aim thereof is to describe a
number of possible applications of the method and by
means thereof to illustrate, and if necessary to explain,
the particular features and advantages of this method
and of the pile fabrics woven in this manner. This de-
scription can therefore by no means be seen as a limita-
tion of the scope of protection of the present patent.
[0054] In this description, reference is made to the at-
tached Figs. 1 to 6, each of which shows one or two
diagrammatic cross sections along the warp direction of
a part of a pile fabric having one or more pile-free zones
which is woven according to the present invention, in
which Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 6 in each case show two diagram-
matic cross sections, one above the other, which respec-
tively show the warp threads which extend through an
adjacent first and a second reed opening between reed
dents of the weaving loom, and in which

- Fig. 1 shows two cross sections of a double-face pile
fabric which is woven on a two-gripper weaving loom,
in which pile warp threads form pile as they are in-
terlaced alternately in the upper and the lower
ground fabric, the method of weaving this fabric is
not covered by the claims;

- Figs. 2, 3 and 4 each show two cross sections of a
different double-face pile fabric which is woven on a
three-gripper weaving loom, in which pile warp
threads form pile as they are interlaced alternately
in the upper and the lower ground fabric;

- Fig. 5 shows a cross section of a single-face pile
fabric which is woven on a three-gripper weaving
loom, in which pile warp threads are alternately in-
terlaced in the ground fabric and run over weft
threads which are inserted above lancets while form-
ing pile; and

- Fig. 6 shows two cross sections of a double-face pile
fabric which is woven on a three-gripper weaving
loom, in which pile warp threads are alternately in-
terlaced in the ground fabric and run over weft
threads which are inserted between upper and lower
lancets while forming pile, and the pile warp threads
also form pile as they are interlaced alternately in
the upper and the lower ground fabric;

- Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 each show a cross section of
two fabrics which are woven according to a double-
face weaving method on a three-gripper weaving
loom one above the other, in which warp threads are
alternately interlaced in the ground fabric and run on
the surface of the fabric so that they produce an effect
on this surface and make the fabric locally thicker.
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[0055] The present invention can be used, inter alia,
in the weaving of pile fabrics according to a double-face
weaving method, in which use is made of a double-face
weaving loom which is designed to insert, in successive
weft insertion cycles, a respective weft thread in a weft
direction between warp threads which are provided on
the weaving loom and extend in the warp direction (i.e.
at right angles to the weft direction).
[0056] In an example which is not covered by the
claims, the weaving loom is, for example, a two-gripper-
weaving loom provided with two gripper systems for in-
serting weft threads at an upper and a lower insertion
level, respectively. Fig. 1 shows two cross sections in the
warp direction of a part of a double-face pile fabric woven
on such a weaving loom.
[0057] As is known, a weaving loom comprises a reed
with a plurality of reed dents with reed openings situated
in between. In order to carry out the method according
to Fig. 1, two binding warp threads (4),(6); (5),(7), two
tension warp threads (8),(9); (10),(11) and ten differently
coloured pile warp threads (12)-(21) extend through each
reed opening in the warp direction. Alternatively, it is also
possible for the pile warp threads covering the effect weft
threads to be chosen to be identical, so that the same
effect is produced in both fabrics in the zone where the
weft effect is desired.
[0058] In the upper cross section of Fig. 1, the warp
threads (4, 6),(8, 9),(12-21) of a first reed opening are
shown, while the warp threads (5,7),(10,11),(12-21) of a
second adjacent reed opening are illustrated in the lower
cross section. The pile warp threads (12)-(21) in both
reed openings have the same path with respect to the
weft threads (1),(2),(3) and are denoted by the same ref-
erence numerals (12) to (21), despite being different warp
threads. In Fig. 1, the non-pile-forming pile warp threads
bind in in the same ground fabric in both reed openings.
It is also possible for the non-pile-forming pile warp
threads to alternately bind in the one and then the other
ground fabric in successive reed dents.
[0059] In series of three successive weft insertion cy-
cles, a weft thread is in each case inserted, both by the
upper and the lower gripper system, at the upper and the
lower weft insertion level, respectively. The weft threads
which are inserted during the same weft insertion cycle
have been illustrated vertically one above the other in
the figures.
[0060] Both gripper systems insert a ground weft
thread (1), a first effect weft thread (2) of a first colour,
and a second effect weft thread (3) of a second colour in
a continually repeating sequence and always in the same
order. However, as can be seen in Fig. 1, the insertion
of these three different weft threads at the upper and the
lower weft insertion level does not occur simultaneously.
In each series of three weft insertion cycles, the following
steps are carried out:

- in the first weft insertion cycle, in each case a first
effect weft thread (2) is inserted at the upper weft

insertion level and a ground weft thread (1) is insert-
ed at the lower weft insertion level;

- in the second weft insertion cycle, in each case a
second effect weft thread (3) is inserted at the upper
weft insertion level and a first effect weft thread (2)
is inserted at the lower weft insertion level; and

- in the third weft insertion cycle, in each case a ground
weft thread (1) is inserted at the upper weft insertion
level and a second effect weft thread (3) is inserted
at the lower weft insertion level.

[0061] The first (2) and the second effect weft threads
(3) are inserted in each ground fabric in successive weft
insertion cycles and always in the same order.
[0062] During the successive weft insertion cycles of
the weaving loom, the binding warp threads (4-7) and
tension warp threads (8-11) are positioned in such a man-
ner that an upper (I) and a lower ground fabric (II) are
woven simultaneously, with both ground fabrics being
situated one above the other at a distance apart.
[0063] The upper ground fabric (I) is formed by the weft
threads (1),(2),(3) inserted at the upper weft insertion lev-
el being bound in by sets of two cooperating binding warp
threads (4),(5) for the upper ground fabric (I). The lower
ground fabric (II) is formed by the weft threads (1),(2),(3)
inserted at the lower weft insertion level being bound in
by sets of two cooperating binding warp threads (6),(7)
for the lower ground fabric (II).
[0064] Tension warp threads (8),(10) extend in the up-
per ground fabric (I) and run in each case above the first
(2) and the second effect weft threads (3) and below the
ground weft threads (1). In the lower ground fabric (II),
the tension warp threads (9),(11) in each case run below
the first (2) and the second effect weft threads (3) and
above the ground weft threads (1). In both ground fabrics
(I),(II), the ground weft threads (1) are thus situated on
the back of the tension warp threads (7),(8); (9),(10),
while the first (2) and second effect weft threads (3) run
on the pile side of these tension warp threads.
[0065] Here and in the remainder of the text, the pile
side of the tension warp threads is intended to mean the
side in the pile fabric with respect to the tension warp
threads which is situated on the side of the figurative pile
surface, the back is the other side which, for example in
the case of carpeting, is turned towards the floor.
[0066] The pile side of a fabric is here therefore also
the side of the figurative surface and the back is the other
side which, for example in the case of carpeting, is turned
towards the floor.
[0067] Two cooperating binding warp threads (4),(5);
(6),(7) are not situated together in the same reed opening,
but in adjacent reed openings. This can be seen, inter
alia, in Fig. 1 (see also Figs. 3 and 6), where the warp
threads illustrated in the upper and the lower cross sec-
tion comprise only one binding warp thread (4),(6) per
ground fabric (I),(II). As a result thereof, the effect weft
threads (2),(3) used to create a certain effect in pile-free
zones will be interlaced to a lesser degree by binding
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warp threads, as a result of which they are more visible.
[0068] Each binding warp thread (4),(5);(6),(7) runs al-
ternately above and below a number of weft threads
(1),(2),(3). In this case, two cooperating binding warp
threads (4),(5);(6),(7) run substantially in counterphase
with respect to each other. This is understood to mean
that, if one binding warp thread runs above a group of
one or more weft threads, the other binding warp thread
runs below this group of one or more weft threads, and
vice versa. The cooperating binding warp threads cross
each other in each case between two successive groups
of weft threads. As a result thereof, the weft threads are
bound in between these binding warp threads
(4),(5);(6),(7).
[0069] In the left-hand part of the double-face fabric
illustrated in Fig. 1, the cooperating binding warp threads
(up to and including the weft threads of the fifth series)
in each ground fabric (I),(II) have a path in counterphase
in which the binding warp threads (4),(5);(6),(7) run al-
ternately above and below a group of three successive
weft threads. These three weft threads are, for example
(but not necessarily), the three weft threads of a series.
[0070] In the right-hand part of the double-face fabric
illustrated in Fig. 1, two cooperating binding warp threads
(4),(5);(6),(7) run in counterphase, alternately above and
below a ground weft thread (1) which extends on the back
of the ground fabrics (I),(II).
[0071] In order to position the binding warp threads, a
simple cam drive on weaving frames may suffice, for ex-
ample executing a movement which, during three suc-
cessive weft insertion cycles, alternately takes the bind-
ing warp threads for each ground fabric (I),(II) above the
weft insertion level and, during three successive weft in-
sertion cycles, below this weft insertion level. As has been
explained above, sets of two cooperating binding warp
threads are provided for each ground fabric which are in
each case displaced in the opposite direction with respect
to the weft insertion level. With such a drive, all binding
warp threads along the width of the fabric are positioned
in the same way. This is also the case if the binding warp
threads are situated on weaving frames which are driven
by an electronic dobby or by a separate drive for each
weaving frame by means of a servomotor. In these cases,
there is more freedom with regard to the pattern of move-
ment which makes it possible, for example, to provide
weft effects across the entire weaving width, i.e. stripe-
like in the weft direction.
[0072] The method according to the present invention
also provides for the binding warp threads to be used for
covering effect weft threads (2),(3) in a pile-free zone. It
is possible to purposely select, for example, relatively
thick binding warp threads (4),(5);(6),(7) for this purpose.
It is also possible to keep the binding warp threads in a
certain pile-free zone substantially invisible locally, for
example in order not to disturb the effect of pile warp
threads which run over one or more weft threads on the
pile side in a floating manner, as in the right-hand part of
Fig. 1. In these cases, a weaving frame is no longer suf-

ficient for positioning the binding warp threads. In those
cases, a jacquard device by means of which the binding
warp threads (4),(5);(6),(7) can be positioned individually
offers the maximum degree of freedom to determine the
effect by means of the binding warp threads as well. With
the method from Fig. 1, a two-position jacquard device
would suffice.
[0073] During the successive weft insertion cycles, the
mainly differently coloured pile warp threads (12-21) of
each reed opening are positioned in such a manner with
respect to the upper and the lower weft insertion level
that, per reed opening, pile is formed during the first, sec-
ond and third series of three weft insertion cycles (in Fig.
1 starting from the left) due to a pile warp thread (19),(21)
being interlaced alternately with a ground weft thread (1)
of the lower ground fabric (II) and a ground weft thread
(1) of the upper ground fabric (I).
[0074] During the first and the second series of weft
insertion cycles, pile is formed by a first pile warp thread
(21) of a certain colour, while, during the third series of
weft insertion cycles, pile is formed by a second pile warp
thread (19) of another colour. The pile-forming pile warp
threads are in each case interlaced with a ground weft
thread (1) which is situated on the back of the ground
fabric.
[0075] The pile-forming first (19) and second pile warp
threads (21) are subsequently cut between the two
ground fabrics (I),(II), so that two separate pile fabrics
are obtained on which the erect thread ends of the cut
pile warp threads (17),(19) form pile.
[0076] Where the pile warp threads (12-21) do not form
pile, they are positioned in such a way that they are either
interlaced in the upper (I) or the lower ground fabric (II)
as dead pile warp threads, or extend above one or more
effect weft threads (2),(3) in order to substantially cover
these. On the double-face fabric from Fig. 1, no pile is
formed from the fourth series of three weft insertion cy-
cles. The right-hand part of the double-face fabric illus-
trated in Fig. 1 thus forms part of a pile-free zone. In this
pile-free zone, an additional effect is created by means
of the coloured effect weft threads (2),(3), as will be ex-
plained below.
[0077] In the first to fifth series of three weft insertion
cycles, two pile warp threads (15),(16); (17),(18) are po-
sitioned per ground fabric (I),(II) in such a way that they
run along the pile side of the respective ground fabric
(I),(II), that either the first effect weft threads (2) or the
second effect weft threads (3) of these series are in each
case situated between these pile warp threads (15),(16);
(17),(18) and the respective ground fabric (I),(II) and are
thus substantially covered by these pile warp threads
(15),(16); (17),(18), and that the second effect weft
threads (3) or the first weft threads (2) of these series,
respectively, run in each case on the pile side of these
pile warp threads (15),(16); (17),(18) and thus run sub-
stantially uncovered on the pile side of the ground fabrics.
[0078] In the sixth to eighth series of three weft inser-
tion cycles, per ground fabric (I),(II) one of these two pile
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warp threads (15),(16);(17),(18) is interlaced in each
case as dead pile warp thread together with the tension
warp thread (8),(9);(10),(11) between, on the one hand,
the ground weft threads (1) and, on the other hand, the
effect weft threads (2),(3), while the other pile warp thread
of the abovementioned pairs in each case alternately
runs along the pile side of the two effect weft threads
(2),(3) and is interlaced with a ground weft thread (1). As
a result thereof, the two effect weft threads (2),(3) of these
series are locally substantially covered by a pile warp
thread (15),(16);(17),(18) .
[0079] By purposely positioning the pile warp threads
(12)-(21) per ground fabric (I),(II), a pile-free zone is pro-
duced (the fourth to eighth series of three weft threads):

- having a first part (the fourth and the fifth series) in
which either the first effect weft threads (2) or the
second effect weft threads (3) run substantially un-
covered by pile warp threads and binding warp
threads on the pile side of the fabric, and the second
effect weft threads (3) or the first effect weft threads
(2), respectively, are substantially covered by pile
warp threads (15),(16); (17),(18); and

- having a second part (the sixth to eighth series) in
which the first (2) and the second effect weft threads
(3) are substantially covered by pile warp threads
(15),(16); (17).

[0080] In the fourth series of three weft threads, in the
first part of the pile-free zone, only the relatively thin bind-
ing warp threads (4),(5) ;(6),(7) on the pile side run over
the first effect weft threads (2), so that the colour of the
substantially uncovered first effect weft threads (2) on
the pile side is clearly visible here. The second effect weft
threads (3) are substantially covered by the two thicker
pile warp threads (15),(16); (17),(18), so that their colour
will be substantially invisible here.
[0081] In the second part, both effect weft threads
(2),(3) are substantially covered by a pile warp thread
(15),(16);(17), so that their colours will not be clearly vis-
ible on the pile side. In this second part, the colour of the
covering pile warp thread (15),(16);(17) will contribute to
determining the appearance of the pile-free zone. In the
sixth and the seventh series, one pile warp thread (16)
in the upper ground fabric (I) will be used as covering pile
warp thread, and in the eighth series the other pile warp
thread (15) will be used, while the non-covering pile warp
thread (15),(16) is in each case interlaced as dead pile
warp thread. As a result thereof, the colour of the one
pile warp thread and the colour of the other pile warp
thread successively determine the appearance of the
pile-free zone. Thus, an additional colour variation in the
pile-free zone is obtained.
[0082] According to the method described above with
reference to Fig. 1, a 1/3V pile fabric with pile-free zones
(’chisel zones’) is produced, in which an additional effect
is achieved in a pile-free zone by means of two differently
coloured effect weft threads (2),(3). For this purpose,

three different types of weft yarn (two different effect weft
yarns and one ground weft yarn) have to be presented
to the weft insertion means of the weaving loom (e.g. the
gripper systems operating on two levels) for each weft
insertion level. This requires a weft change motion which
can present in each case three different types of weft
yarn at two different levels.
[0083] With this weave structure, pile is interlaced with
one weft thread per series of three weft threads (1),(2),(3)
in each ground fabric. It is possible to increase this
number of weft threads over which pile is formed. If this
is increased to four, series of four successive weft inser-
tion cycles are obtained, in which in each case one
ground weft thread (1) and three effect weft threads are
inserted in the same order per ground fabric. The pile
weave thus becomes a 1/4V pile weave. Each series of
weft threads (1),(2),(3) contains one ground weft thread
(1) which runs on the back of the fabric with respect to
the tension warp threads (7),(8);(9),(10) and three effect
weft threads (2),(3) which run on the pile side.
[0084] In general, an increase to n weft threads
(1),(2),(3) per series and per ground fabric results in a
1/n V pile weave with one ground weft thread (1) on the
back of the fabric and (n-1) effect weft threads (2),(3) on
the pile side. The weft change motion therefore has to
be adapted to the modified number of effect weft threads
too and has to be designed for inserting n different weft
threads (1),(2),(3) at two different weft-insertion levels.
[0085] In that case, a weave pattern is for example
designed for the tension warp threads (9),(11) of the low-
er ground fabric (II) in which the tension warp thread runs
alternately above one weft thread (1),(2),(3) and below
(n-1) weft threads. The tension warp threads (8),(10) of
the upper ground fabric (I) then run alternately above (n-
1) weft threads (1),(2),(3) and below one weft thread. Up
to a 1/8V pile weave, this can still be achieved with a cam
drive via weaving frames. If n is equal to or greater than
9, i.e. from a 1/9V pile weave, a longer weave repeat has
to be accommodated for by a dobby drive or a servodrive
for the weaving frame, optionally even a jacquard drive
for each heddle or each group of heddles.
[0086] The binding warp threads (4),(5);(6),(7) of both
ground fabrics (I),(II) are, for example, taken alternately
above n weft threads and below n weft threads (1),(2),(3)
by means of a repetitive, less complicated drive, in which
sets of two cooperating binding warp threads
(4),(5);(6),(7) are provided which move in counterphase
with respect to each other. Up to n = 4, that is up to a
1/4V pile weave, this can still be achieved by means of
a cam drive via weaving frames. If n is equal to or greater
than 5, i.e. from a 1/5V pile weave, a longer weave repeat
has to be accommodated for by a dobby drive or a ser-
vodrive for the weaving frame, optionally even a jacquard
drive for each heddle or for each group of heddles.
[0087] In order to drive the pile warp threads (12-21),
a universal three-position jacquard device is required.
This means that each of the three possible positions, i.e.
above the upper weft insertion level, between the upper
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and the lower weft insertion level, and below the lower
weft insertion level has to be attainable in every weft in-
sertion cycle. Coverage within a certain zone can be ef-
fected by non-pile-forming pile warp threads (12)-(21)
according to a 1/1 weave structure, a twill weave or a
satin weave, for example a twill 4 or a satin 4, in accord-
ance with the desired effect. This is possible as the pile
warp threads have to be positioned by means of a uni-
versal three-position jacquard device.
[0088] The present invention is used for weaving pile
fabrics according to a double-face weaving method, in
which use is made of a double-face weaving loom which
is designed to insert, in successive weft insertion cycles,
in each case at three different insertion levels, a respec-
tive weft thread in a weft direction between warp threads
(4-21) which are provided on the weaving loom and ex-
tend in the warp direction (i.e. at right angles to the weft
direction).
Such a method is illustrated in Fig. 2. The weaving loom
used is, for example, a three-gripper weaving loom pro-
vided with three gripper systems for inserting weft
threads (1),(2),(3) at an upper position, a central position
and a lower position, respectively. Fig. 2 shows two cross
sections in the warp direction of a part of a double-face
pile fabric woven on such a weaving loom.
[0089] In order to carry out the method from Fig. 2, two
binding warp threads (4),(6); (5),(7), two tension warp
threads (8),(9); (10),(11) and eight differently coloured
pile warp threads (12)-(15),(17)-(19),(21) extend through
each reed opening in the warp direction. Alternatively, it
is also possible to select the same pile warp threads in
both ground fabrics to cover the effect weft threads so
that the same effect is achieved in both fabrics in the
zone where the weft effect is desired to be visible.
[0090] In series of two successive weft insertion cycles,
the three gripper systems insert a ground weft thread (1)
and two different effect weft threads (2),(3) for each
ground fabric (I),(II).
[0091] In a continually repeating sequence and always
in the same order, the upper gripper system inserts a
ground weft thread (1) and a first effect weft thread (2)
at the upper weft insertion level. The central gripper sys-
tem inserts a second effect weft thread (3) at the central
weft insertion level during each weft insertion cycle. In a
continually repeating sequence and always in the same
order, the lower gripper system inserts a first effect weft
thread (2) and a ground weft thread (1) at the lower weft
insertion level.
[0092] In each series of two successive weft insertion
cycles:

- insertion of the following takes place in each case
during the first weft insertion cycle:

1 a ground weft thread (1) for the upper ground
fabric, at the upper weft insertion level,
1 a second effect weft thread (3) for the upper
ground fabric, at the central weft insertion level,

and
1 a first effect weft thread (2) for the lower
ground fabric at the lower weft insertion level;

- and insertion of the following takes place in each
case in the second weft insertion cycle:

1 a first effect weft thread (2) for the upper
ground fabric, at the upper weft insertion level,
1 a second effect weft thread (3) for the lower
ground fabric, at the central weft insertion level,
and
1 a ground weft thread (1) for the lower ground
fabric, at the lower weft insertion level.

[0093] The first (2) and the second effect weft threads
(3) are thus inserted in each ground fabric (I),(II) during
successive weft insertion cycles, and always in the same
order.
[0094] Pile is formed on the ground weft threads (1) of
the first, second and third series of two weft insertion
cycles (the order of the series starts from the left in Fig.
2). As is the case with the fabric from Fig. 1, the ground
weft threads (1) run on the back of the ground fabrics.
Pile is formed on the ground weft threads (1) of the first
and the second series by a first pile warp thread (21). On
the ground weft thread (1) of the third series, pile is formed
once (I) by a second pile warp thread (19) which is then
immediately bound in in the lower ground fabric.
[0095] When they do not form pile, all pile warp threads
(12)-(21) are bound in in the upper or the lower ground
fabric as dead pile warp threads. The dead pile warp
threads extend between the first (2) and the second effect
weft threads (3) of the successive series in the respective
ground fabric (I),(II). Depending on the desired effect, the
second effect weft threads (3) run on the pile side of the
dead pile warp threads (12)-(21) and the first effect weft
threads (2) run on the back of these dead pile warp
threads, or vice versa.
In each ground fabric (I),(II), the tension warp threads
(8),(9);(10),(11) extend between the two effect weft
threads (2),(3), on the one hand, and the ground weft
threads (1) of the successive series, on the other hand.
[0096] Alternatively, a part of the dead pile warp
threads may be bound in at least partly in a non-covering
manner and may thus extend between the ground weft
threads (1) and the effect weft threads (2),(3), running
along the tension warp threads (8),(9),(10),(11). This is
an alternative for the methods from Figs. 2 to 4 which is
not shown.
[0097] The weft threads (1),(2),(3) are thus kept at
three different binding levels by the tension warp threads
(8),(9); (10),(11) and the dead pile warp threads (12)-(21)
in both ground fabrics, namely a first binding level for the
ground weft threads (1), on the back of the ground fabric,
a second binding level for the covered effect weft threads
(2),(3), between the tension warp threads
(8),(9);(10),(11) and the covering dead pile warp threads
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(12)-(21), and a third binding level for the non-covered
effect weft threads (2),(3), on the pile side of the pile
fabric, with respect to the covering dead pile warp threads
(12)-(21).
[0098] In the pile-free zone (from the fourth series), an
effect is created by the first (2) and the second effect weft
threads (3). By purposely positioning the covering dead
pile warp threads, either the first effect weft thread (2) or
the second effect weft thread (3) of these series is taken
to the pile side of the covering dead pile warp threads
(12)-(21), while the other effect weft thread is in each
case taken to the back of these dead pile warp threads
and is covered thereby. Thus, it is possible, depending
on a predetermined effect, to make one or the other effect
weft thread (2),(3) substantially visible, while substantial-
ly covering the other, as desired, by positioning the pile
warp threads (12)-(21).
[0099] In Fig. 2, the second effect weft thread (3) of
the seventh series is taken to the pile side in both ground
fabrics (I),(II), so that it is substantially uncovered, while
in the fourth, fifth, sixth and eighth series, it is in each
case the first effect weft thread (2) which runs on the pile
side. At the location of the seventh series weft threads
(1),(2),(3), the colour of the second effect weft thread (3)
will be substantially visible, while at the location of the
other series of the pile-free zone this will in each case be
the colour of the first effect weft thread (2). Thus, an ad-
ditional colour variation becomes visible in the pile-free
zone of both ground fabrics (I),(II).
[0100] In contrast to the method from Fig. 1, two bind-
ing warp threads (4),(4’),(5),(5’); (6),(6’); (7),(7’) are pro-
vided per reed opening for each ground fabric. These
binding warp threads have a weave repeat over eight
weft insertion cycles (see Fig. 2). The binding warp
threads of adjacent reed openings, shown in the upper
and the lower cross section in Fig. 2, respectively, coop-
erate to bind in the weft threads (1),(2),(3).
[0101] The tension warp threads (9),(11) for the lower
ground fabric (II) may be taken alternately below the low-
er weft insertion level and between the central and the
lower weft insertion level. The tension warp threads
(8),(10) for the upper ground fabric (I) may be taken al-
ternately above the upper insertion level and between
the upper and the central weft insertion level. This does
not require any complicated drive.
[0102] A drive with cams for the weaving frame which
positions the tension warp threads (8),(9);(10),(11) is
then sufficient. A drive per weaving frame via dobby al-
lows for slightly greater flexibility and it is even possible
to adjust the movement per movement cycle in terms of
position, speed and timing with respect to the other com-
ponents of the weaving loom, using one servomotor per
weaving frame.
[0103] The methods from Figs. 3 and 4 differ from the
method from Fig. 2 only in that a simpler weave structure
is used for the binding warp threads (4),(5);(6),(7). When
the binding warp threads are not used for covering effect
weft threads (1),(2),(3) in pile-free zones, a simple cam

drive on weaving frames may also be sufficient for posi-
tioning the binding warp threads.
[0104] As is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, the one binding
warp thread (6),(7) of a set of cooperating binding warp
threads for the lower ground fabric (II) may be moved, in
which case it is positioned as follows during four succes-
sive weft insertion cycles:

- below the lower weft insertion level during the first
and the second insertion cycle;

- between the lower and the central weft insertion level
during the third insertion cycle; and

- between the central and the upper weft insertion lev-
el during the fourth insertion cycle.

[0105] The other binding warp thread (7),(6) of the set
of cooperating binding warp threads, which is provided
in the same reed opening in Fig. 4 and in an adjacent
reed opening in Fig. 3, can then be positioned as follows
during the same four weft insertion cycles:

- between the lower and the central weft insertion level
during the first weft insertion cycle;

- between the central and the upper weft insertion lev-
el during the second weft insertion cycle; and

- below the lower weft insertion level during the third
and the fourth weft insertion cycle.

[0106] The weave structure for the binding warp
threads in the upper ground fabric is similar: for the one
binding warp thread of a set of cooperating binding warp
threads, this is successively:

- above the upper weft insertion level during the first
insertion cycle;

- between the upper and the central weft insertion lev-
el during the second insertion cycle;

- between the central and the lower weft insertion level
during the third insertion cycle, and

- above the upper weft insertion level during the fourth
insertion cycle.

[0107] For the other binding warp thread of the set, this
is successively:

- between the central and the lower weft insertion level
during the first insertion cycle;

- above the upper weft insertion level during the sec-
ond and the third insertion cycle; and

- between the upper and the central weft insertion lev-
el during the fourth insertion cycle.

[0108] It is possible to provide the two cooperating
binding warp threads (4),(5);(6),(7) for each ground fabric
(I),(II) in the same reed opening, as with the method from
Fig. 4, but it is also possible for only one binding warp
thread to be provided per ground fabric per reed opening
and for the binding warp threads of adjacent reed open-
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ings to cooperate, as with the method from Fig. 3. The
effect of this measure is that the weft threads which are
to produce the effect are interlaced to a lesser degree in
the pile-free zones by binding warp threads and are there-
fore more clearly visible.
[0109] According to the method described above with
reference to Fig. 2, a 2/3V pile fabric is produced having
pile-free zones in which an additional effect is created
using two differently coloured effect weft threads (2),(3).
To this end, two different types of weft yarn (weft yarn
for the first effect weft thread and for the ground weft
thread) have to be presented to the weft insertion means
at the upper and the lower weft insertion level. At the
central insertion level, weft yarn for a second effect weft
thread has to be presented in each case. This requires
a weft change motion which is capable of presenting two
different types of weft yarn at two different levels.
[0110] This number is lower than for the method from
Fig. 1 on the two-gripper weaving loom.
[0111] With this weave structure, pile is interlaced in
each ground fabric over two weft threads per three weft
threads, hence a 2/3 V pile weave. It is possible to in-
crease this number of weft threads. If this is increased
to four by in each case inserting a third effect weft thread
in each fabric, series of three successive weft insertion
cycles are obtained in which one ground weft thread (1)
and three effect weft threads are inserted in the same
order for each ground fabric. As a result thereof, the pile
weave is a 2/4V pile weave. Each series of weft threads
contains one ground weft thread (1) which runs on the
back of the fabric with respect to the tension warp threads
(7),(8); (9),(10) and three effect weft threads (2),(3) which
run on the pile side.
[0112] In general, an increase to n weft threads per
series and per ground fabric results in a 2/n V pile weave
with one ground weft thread (1) on the back of the fabric
and (n-1) effect weft threads (2),(3) on the pile side. The
weft change motion therefore also has to be adapted to
the number of effect weft threads and has to be designed
to insert n-1 different weft threads at two different weft-
insertion levels.
[0113] For the tension warp threads (9),(11) of the low-
er ground fabric (II), a weave pattern is for example pro-
vided in which the tension warp thread runs alternately
above one weft thread and below (n-2) weft threads. The
tension warp threads (8),(10) of the upper ground fabric
(I) then run alternately above (n-2) weft threads and be-
low one weft thread. This can still be achieved using a
cam drive via weaving frames up to a 2/8V pile weave.
If n is equal to or greater than 9, i.e. from a 2/9V pile
weave, a longer weave repeat has to be accommodated
for by a dobby drive or a servodrive for the weaving frame,
optionally even a jacquard drive for each heddle or each
group of heddles.
[0114] The binding warp threads (4),(5);(6),(7) of both
ground fabrics is positioned according to a pattern, for
example, by means of a repetitive less complex drive, in
which they are successively taken,

for the lower ground fabric:

- below the lower weft insertion level during (n-1) weft
insertion cycles,

- between the lower and the central weft insertion level
during (n-2) weft insertion cycles, and

- between the central and the upper weft insertion lev-
el during one weft insertion cycle.

and for the upper ground fabric:

- between the central and the lower weft insertion level
during one weft insertion cycle,

- above the upper weft insertion level during (n-1) weft
insertion cycles,

- between the upper and the central weft insertion lev-
el during (n-2) weft insertion cycles.

[0115] The cooperating binding warp thread is posi-
tioned according to a similar pattern, but this pattern is
offset by (n-1) weft insertion cycles with respect to each
other compared to the pattern of the other binding warp
thread of the set. Two cooperating binding warp threads
(4),(5);(6),(7) may be provided in the same reed opening
or in adjacent reed openings.
[0116] This can still be achieved using a cam drive via
weaving frames up to n = 5, i.e. up to a 2/5V pile weave.
If n is equal to or greater than 6, i.e. from a 2/6V pile
weave, a longer weave repeat has to be accommodated
for by a dobby drive or a servo-drive for the weaving
frame, optionally even a jacquard drive for each heddle
or each group of heddles.
[0117] If the number of binding warp threads
(4),(5);(6),(7) for each reed opening and each ground
fabric is greater than one and if these binding warp
threads can be positioned separately, a modified stand-
ard weave can make the effect created in a pile-free zone
by the effect weft threads more clearly visible by inter-
lacing the effect weft threads in this zone to a lesser de-
gree. A weave repeat over 8 weft insertion cycles, as
illustrated in Fig. 2, is conceivable.
[0118] An increase in the number of weaving frames
for controlling the binding warp threads, preferably in
combination with dobby or servo control for each weaving
frame, makes it possible to change the weave repeat
quickly and to modify the interlacing effect.
[0119] A universal four-position jacquard device is re-
quired to position the pile warp threads (12-21). This
means that each of the four possible positions, i.e. above
the upper weft insertion level, between the upper and the
central weft insertion level, between the central and the
lower weft insertion level, and below the lower weft in-
sertion level) has to be attainable in each weft insertion
cycle.
[0120] Coverage by non-pile-forming pile warp threads
within a certain zone can be achieved according to a 1/1
weave structure, a twill weave or a satin weave, for ex-
ample a twill 4 or a satin 4, in accordance with the desired
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effect. This is possible as the pile warp threads have to
be positioned by means of a universal four-position jac-
quard device.
[0121] According to a highly preferred double-face
weaving method using a three-gripper double-face weav-
ing loom (which is not shown in the figures), it is possible
to insert a ground weft thread and at least two effect weft
threads having a different, a first and a second appear-
ance-determining property (colour), respectively, in a first
series of weft insertion cycles and insert a ground weft
thread and at least two effect weft threads having a dif-
ferent, a third and a fourth appearance-determining prop-
erty (colour), respectively, in a subsequent, second se-
ries of weft insertion cycles.
[0122] For each ground fabric, it is then possible to
always insert alternately two weft threads and one weft
thread, in which case therefore a ground weft thread is
inserted every two weft insertion cycles. The effect weft
threads are then inserted according to their desired order,
always on the pile side of the pile fabric with respect to
the tension warp threads.
[0123] The number of weft insertion cycles required to
insert the four or more effect weft threads is then greater
than the number of weft insertion cycles per ground weft
thread (i.e. the number of insertion cycles after a ground
weft thread has been inserted before the next ground
weft thread is inserted). This makes it possible to provide
more pile rows, so that the production rate does not drop
excessively in the case of a pile fabric having many weft
effects. In addition, this method makes it possible to
weave pile fabrics with a finer pile design.
[0124] Thus, it is for example possible, to weave a pile
fabric with four different effect weft threads and pile warp
threads which are interlaced every two weft insertion cy-
cles once so that they form pile at virtually the same pro-
duction rate as a similar pile fabric with two different effect
weft threads for each series of weft threads.
[0125] The method of the invention can also be used
with the single-piece weaving of pile fabrics using the
wire weaving technique, in which a loop is formed over
an inserted metal wire, the rod, after which the loop, de-
pending on the type of rod, remains a loop or is cut, re-
sulting in cut pile, after the rod has been removed. Such
pile fabrics are advantageously woven on a single-grip-
per weaving loom with wire mechanism, optionally driven
by a servomotor.
[0126] The pile warp threads of the fabrics according
to the figures are usually bound through. This means that
the pile is formed over a weft thread which is situated on
the back of the fabric. However, alternative methods ac-
cording to the invention for pile fabrics with pile warp
threads which are not bound through are also possible.
[0127] According to an advantageous method accord-
ing to the invention, it is also possible to weave looped
pile fabrics with zones containing looped pile and pile-
free zones, both according to a double-face weaving
method (see Fig. 6) and according to a single-piece
weaving method (see Fig. 5). With both methods, a weav-

ing loom with weft insertion means at three insertion lev-
els (e.g. a three-gripper weaving loom) offers significant
advantages.
[0128] According to a single-piece weaving method, a
fabric with looped pile can be produced on a weaving
loom which is designed to insert a respective weft thread
(1),(2),(3) in the successive weft insertion cycles, in each
case at three different weft-insertion levels, such as for
example a three-gripper weaving loom comprising a grip-
per system at three levels for inserting weft threads.
[0129] The weaving loom is provided with lancets (40)
which are situated between the upper and the central
weft insertion means (see Fig. 5) viewed in the warp di-
rection.
[0130] During series of two successive weft insertion
cycles, the following steps are in each case carried out:

- in the first weft insertion cycle:

1 no weft thread is inserted by the lower weft
insertion means (this insertion position is denot-
ed in Fig. 5 by reference numeral (31))
1 a first effect weft thread (2) is inserted by the
central weft insertion means, and
1 a loop weft thread (30) is inserted above the
lancets (40) by the upper weft insertion means.

- in the second weft insertion cycle:

1 a ground weft thread (1) is inserted by the
lower weft insertion means,
1 a second effect weft thread (3) is inserted by
the central weft insertion means, and
1 no weft thread is inserted by the upper weft
insertion means (this insertion position is denot-
ed in Fig. 5 by reference numeral (31)) above
the lancets (40).

[0131] Each series of weft threads consequently con-
tains a first (1) and a second effect weft thread (3), in-
serted in successive weft insertion cycles, a ground weft
thread (1), and a loop weft thread (30) which is inserted
above the lancets (40).
[0132] A woven ground fabric (I) is produced by the
inserted weft threads (1),(2),(3) being bound in by a set
of two cooperating binding warp threads (4),(5) per reed
opening. To this end, the cooperating binding warp
threads (4),(5) are alternately taken above and below the
effect weft threads (2),(3) and the ground weft thread (1)
of a series in counterphase. The tension warp threads
(8) are bound in between the ground weft threads (1), on
the one hand, and the effect weft threads (2),(3), on the
other hand, in which the ground weft threads (1) in each
case run on the back of the tension warp threads (8).
[0133] In the first and the second series of two weft
insertion cycles, a first pile warp thread (21) is positioned
in such a manner with respect to the weft-insertion levels
that this pile warp thread (21) alternately runs over a loop
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weft thread (30) and is interlaced over a ground weft
thread (1) in the ground fabric (I). In the third and the
fourth series of two weft insertion cycles, a second pile
warp thread (19) is positioned in such a manner that this
pile warp thread (19) alternately runs over a loop weft
thread (30) and is interlaced over a ground weft thread
(1) in the ground fabric (I). The loop weft threads (30) are
subsequently removed, so that a pile fabric with pile loops
is produced. When the pile warp threads (19),(21) do not
form pile, they are bound in in the ground fabric.
[0134] By purposely positioning the non-pile-forming
pile warp threads (19),(21), it is possible to take, if desired
and depending on a desired effect in the pile-free zone,
the first effect weft thread (2), or the second effect weft
thread (3), or both effect weft threads (2),(3) to the pile
side of the dead pile warp threads (19),(21), so that they
are substantially uncovered by warp threads
(4),(5),(19),(21) in the finished fabric. After all, only the
relatively thin binding warp threads (4),(5) then run over
these effect weft threads (2),(3). The effect of the effect
weft threads can then be increased still further by not
providing two cooperating binding warp threads in every
reed dent, but to distribute these over two adjacent reed
dents.
[0135] It can be seen in Fig. 5 that the first effect weft
thread (2) of the sixth series runs substantially uncovered
on the pile side, while the second effect weft thread (3)
of this series is bound in substantially covered between
at least 1 dead pile warp thread (21) and the tension warp
threads (8). In the fifth and the seventh series, the reverse
is the case: the second effect weft thread (3) of the fifth
and the seventh series runs substantially uncovered on
the pile side, while the first effect weft thread (2) of these
series is bound in substantially covered between at least
1 dead pile warp thread (21) and the tension warp threads
(8).
[0136] As in the two weft insertion cycles of a series,
one ground weft thread (1) is in each case inserted to-
gether with the one effect weft thread (2),(3) in the one
insertion cycle, and the other effect weft thread is inserted
together with a loop weft thread (30) in the other insertion
cycle, only two weft insertion means have to be used in
each weft insertion cycle. Alternately, there is a cycle in
which only the lower and the central weft insertion means
are used, and a cycle in which only the central and the
upper weft insertion means are used.
[0137] As a result thereof, the weft effects can be wo-
ven in a more productive way than on a single-piece-
weaving loom with double gripper, and still at the same
load as that of a two-gripper weaving loom, so that the
number of weft insertion cycles per minute does not have
to be decreased.
[0138] In this case as well, a universal four-position
jacquard device is required to control the pile warp
threads. Weft selection is only required for the central
weft insertion level and at the upper and the lower inser-
tion level, it has to be possible to disengage the weft
insertion means (e.g. gripper disengagement) during the

weft insertion cycles in which no weft thread has to be
inserted at these levels. As an alternative, it is possible
to use the weft insertion means (e.g. the gripper is insert-
ed), but not to present weft thread to the weft insertion
means during these weft insertion cycles (see reference
numeral 31 in Fig. 5), for example by means of suitable
control of the weft scissors.
[0139] It is possible to produce an additional effect by
binding in more effect weft threads per series in the
ground fabric so that they are visible on the pile side
(substantially uncovered) and by binding in different com-
binations of two or more effect weft threads in the same
pile-free zone or in different pile-free zones so that they
are visible on the pile side.
[0140] Another additional effect can be produced by
covering the effect weft threads with a pile warp thread
as desired at desired sites in the pile-free zones, so that
an additional colour effect is produced. This covering can
be carried out over one or more effect weft threads, so
that a short or long so-called ground floating yarn (pile
which bears against the ground fabric) is obtained.
[0141] Yet another added effect can be achieved (see
the effect weft threads of the ninth series in Fig. 5) by
covering at least one effect weft thread (2) with at least
one chosen non-pile-forming pile warp thread (22), in
which one other effect weft thread (3) per series (the ef-
fect weft thread of the ninth series in Fig. 5) is only cov-
ered very locally by another pile warp thread (21), so that
it comes to lie at a level above the other effect weft thread
(2) of this series. As a result thereof, the covering pile
warp thread (21) runs over the two effect weft threads
(2),(3) which are situated at different levels (one above
the other), as a result of which a false bouclé effect is
produced.
[0142] If it is desired that the binding warp threads in
such zones should not be visible and if it has to be pos-
sible to freely determine the location of this zone, the
binding warp threads (4),(5) have to be positioned by a
jacquard device.

1 jacquard with 2 positions which are attainable in
each weft insertion cycle, in the case of a two-gripper
weaving loom,
1 jacquard with 3 positions which are attainable in
each weft insertion cycle, in the case of a three-grip-
per weaving loom.

[0143] A fabric with weft effects in combination with
looped pile and, if desired, also cut pile, can be produced
on a double-face weaving loom with lancets, as is shown
in Fig. 6.
[0144] The weaving loom is also designed to insert a
respective weft thread (1),(2),(3) in the successive weft
insertion cycles, in each case at three different weft-in-
sertion levels, such as for example a three-gripper weav-
ing loom with a gripper system on three levels for inserting
weft threads.
[0145] The weaving loom is provided with a number of
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upper lancets (40) which extend between the upper and
the central weft insertion level in the warp direction, and
a number of lower lancets (41) which extend between
the central and the lower weft insertion level in the warp
direction.
[0146] During series of three successive weft insertion
cycles, the following steps are in each case carried out:

- in the first weft insertion cycle:

1 a ground weft thread (1) is inserted below the
lower lancets (41) by the lower weft insertion
means,
1 a loop weft thread (30) for forming pile loops
on the upper ground fabric is inserted between
the upper (40) and the lower lancets (41) by the
central weft insertion means,
1 a first effect weft thread (2) is inserted above
the upper lancets (40) by the upper weft insertion
means.

- in the second weft insertion cycle:

1 a second effect weft thread (3) is inserted
below the lower lancets (41) by the lower weft
insertion means,
1 no loop weft thread is inserted between the
upper (40) and the lower lancets (41) by the cen-
tral weft insertion means. The insertion position
where no weft thread is inserted is denoted by
reference numeral 31.
1 a second effect weft thread (3) is inserted
above the upper lancets (40) by the upper weft
insertion means.

- in the third weft insertion cycle:

1 a first effect weft thread (2) is inserted below
the lower lancets (41) by the lower weft insertion
means,
1 a loop weft thread (30) for forming pile loops
on the lower ground fabric is inserted between
the upper (40) and the lower lancets (41) by the
central weft insertion means,
1 a ground weft thread (1) is inserted above the
upper lancets (40) by the upper weft insertion
means.

[0147] According to a double-face weaving method,
two ground fabrics (I),(II) are woven one above the other
while respective loop weft threads (30) are kept at a dis-
tance from the upper (I) and the lower ground fabric (II)
by respective lancets (40),(41).
[0148] Two ground fabrics (I),(II) are woven, one above
the other, by binding in the inserted weft threads
(1),(2),(3) at an upper and a lower level by respective
sets of two cooperating binding warp threads
(4),(5);(6),(7). The cooperating binding warp threads

(4),(5) are provided in adjacent reed openings and run
alternately above and below the effect weft threads
(2),(3) and the ground weft thread (1) of a series, in coun-
terphase with respect to each other.
[0149] In an alternative method (not shown), the coop-
erating binding warp threads may also be provided for
each reed dent if they are sufficiently thin so as not to
adversely affect the effect of the weft.
[0150] Each ground fabric also comprises tension
warp threads (8),(10); (9),(11) which are bound in be-
tween the ground weft threads (1), on the one hand, and
the effect weft threads (2),(3), on the other hand, with the
ground weft threads (1) in each case running on the back
of said tension warp threads (8),(10); (9),(11).
[0151] A first pile warp thread (13) is alternately inter-
laced in the upper ground fabric (I) over a ground weft
thread (1) and taken below a loop weft thread (30). The
loop weft threads (30) are subsequently removed so that
pile loops are formed thereby on the upper ground fabric
(I). A second pile warp thread (19) is alternately interlaced
in the lower ground fabric (II) and taken above a loop
weft thread (30), so that pile loops are formed on the
lower ground fabric (II). These pile loops are formed over
the loop weft threads (30) of the first and the second
series of weft threads (1),(2),(3),(30), and these pile warp
threads are bound in from the third series of weft threads.
[0152] The bound-in dead pile warp threads run alter-
nately between the ground weft threads (1), on the one
hand, and the two effect weft threads (2),(3) of two suc-
cessive series, on the other hand, and between the first
effect weft threads (2), on the one hand, and the second
effect weft threads (3) of two successive series, on the
other hand.
[0153] Depending on the desired effect, it is decided
for each series whether the first (2) or the second effect
weft thread (3) is taken to the pile side of the covering
bound-in dead pile warp threads.
[0154] In the third and the fourth series of weft insertion
cycles, a third pile warp thread (21) is positioned in such
a manner with respect to the weft insertion levels, that it
is alternately interlaced in the upper (I) and the lower
ground fabric (II) over a ground weft thread (1). This pile
warp thread (21) is subsequently cut between both
ground fabrics, so that a zone with cut pile is also obtained
on both fabrics. For the cut pile, a 1/3V pile weave or a
general 1/n V pile weave can be used (if n weft threads
are inserted per ground fabric per series). To this end,
the pile warp threads have to be positioned by a universal
four-position-jacquard device.
[0155] If no pile warp threads are interlaced alternately
in the upper (I) and the lower ground fabric (II) over a
ground weft thread (1), a universal three-position jac-
quard device is in principle sufficient and this makes it
possible to produce two looped pile fabrics simultane-
ously by means of the double-face weaving process.
[0156] The central weft insertion means inserts loop
weft threads (30) for both the upper ground fabric and
the lower ground fabric between the upper (40) and the
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lower lancets (41) for forming loops. These loop weft
threads are subsequently removed from the pile fabric,
either manually or with the aid of a removal device pro-
vided for the purpose. The looped pile is interlaced in the
ground fabric with a ground weft thread (1) which is sit-
uated on the back of the pile fabric with respect to the
tension warp threads (8),(9),(10),(11).
[0157] The upper weft insertion means inserts the two
effect weft threads (2),(3) for the upper ground fabric (I),
in each series of weft insertion cycles or in the first and
the second weft insertion cycle, respectively. The lower
weft insertion means inserts the two effect weft threads
(2),(3) for the lower ground fabric (II) in the second and
the third weft insertion cycle, respectively. In the upper
ground fabric (I), the first effect weft thread (2) is inserted
first in each series, followed by the second effect weft
thread (3). In the lower ground fabric (II), the second ef-
fect weft thread (3) is inserted first in each series, followed
by the first effect weft thread (2).
[0158] The possibilities of creating additional effects
by means of effect weft threads, associated covering
dead pile warp threads and ground floating yarns are the
same as with the above-described double-face weaving
methods using a double-gripper weaving loom, as de-
scribed with reference to Fig. 1. Only the weft threads
inserted by central weft insertion means are additional
here in order to be able to guarantee loop formation. How-
ever, these additional weft threads do not produce an
additional effect themselves, as they are subsequently
removed.
[0159] Thus, analogous to the 1/3V pile weave for
forming cut pile using two effect weft threads, it is for
example possible to describe looped pile-weaving as a
1/3V looped pile with two effect weft threads. Both pile
fabrics have a pile weave repeat and a weft repeat of
three weft insertion cycles. Since only two weft threads
are required at the central weft insertion level to form
loops over in these three weft insertion cycles, the weft
insertion means for the central insertion level does not
have to insert weft thread in the shed during one of the
three weft insertion cycles. 1/n V pile fabrics are also
possible, as described above for the two-gripper double-
face weaving method. For the binding warp threads, the
same weave structures can be used as with the above-
described two-gripper double-face weaving method. The
means required to move the yarns are also identical. In
order to insert the correct weft yarns, weft selectors for
three yarn types (or ’n yarn types’, if n weft threads are
provided per series per ground fabric) are required in
order to present the correct weft yarns to the weft inser-
tion means for the upper and the lower weft insertion
level. The weft insertion means for the central weft inser-
tion level have to be disengageable (e.g. gripper disen-
gagement) or there has to be a possibility not to present
weft thread to the weft insertion means during these weft
insertion cycles (see reference numeral 31 in Fig. 6), for
example by means of suitable control of the weft scissors.
[0160] The fabrics which are manufactured in accord-

ance with this method are so-called ’cut loop’ fabrics or
fabrics comprising both cut pile and looped pile, in com-
bination with pile-free zones.
[0161] In a method (not illustrated), it is also possible
to omit the lancets from the previous method and to pro-
duce fabrics with false bouclé (pile formation over the
weft threads inserted by the central weft insertion means,
which are not removed thereafter), optionally in combi-
nation with cut pile, in which effect weft threads provide
additional effects in pile-free zones, as has been de-
scribed above for the other types of fabrics.
[0162] For weaving the fabrics (I),(II) illustrated in Figs.
7 to 10, use is preferably made of a weaving loom with
three gripper devices which are designed to each insert,
in successive weft insertion cycles and at a respective
insertion level, a weft thread (1),(2),(3) in a shed between
warp threads (4-13),(101-104). These insertion levels
which are situated one above the other are referred to
below as the upper, the lower and the central insertion
level.
[0163] On the weaving loom, binding warp threads
(4-11), effect warp threads (101-104) and tension warp
threads (12),(13) are provided. In the successive weft
insertion cycles, an effect weft thread (2),(3) is in each
case inserted at the upper and the lower insertion level,
while a ground weft thread (1) is in each case inserted
at the central insertion level. During shed formation in
each insertion cycle, said warp threads are in each case
taken to such a position with respect to the three insertion
levels, that an upper fabric (I) is woven having a figurative
upper side in which effect warp threads (101),(102) and
effect weft threads (2),(3) produce a predetermined ef-
fect, and simultaneously a lower fabric (II) is woven hav-
ing a figurative lower side in which effect warp threads
(103),(104) and effect weft threads (2),(3) produce a pre-
determined effect. Positioning the warp threads
(4-13),(101-104) in order to achieve the desired fabric
structures and the desired effect in the figurative sides
is carried out, for example, by means of a known jacquard
device. In the case of Fig. 7, this will be a full three-po-
sition jacquard machine for the effect warp threads and
a two-position jacquard machine for the other warp
threads.
[0164] The simple ground warp weave shown in Fig.
7 even allows the use of simpler means to carry out the
movement of the warp threads which are not effect warp
threads, for example via heddles on weaving frames
which are driven by a cam mechanism, electronic dobby
or via servomotors - optionally with associated reductors.
[0165] An effect weft thread (2) with a first colour and
an effect weft thread (3) with a different second colour
are alternately inserted in each fabric (I),(II). These dif-
ferently coloured effect weft threads (2),(3) are subse-
quently referred to as first and second effect weft threads.
Upon each insertion of three weft threads, a differently
coloured effect weft thread (2),(3) is also inserted at the
upper and the lower insertion level.
[0166] Thus, when weaving the fabrics (I),(II) illustrat-
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ed in Figs. 7 to 9, a first and a second weft insertion cycle
are alternately used, in which

- in a first cycle, a first effect weft thread (2) is inserted
at the upper insertion level, a ground weft thread (1)
is inserted at the central insertion level, and a second
effect weft thread (3) is inserted at the lower insertion
level; and

- in a second cycle, a second effect weft thread (3) is
inserted at the upper insertion level, a ground weft
thread (1) is inserted at the central insertion level,
and a first effect weft thread (2) is inserted at the
lower insertion level.

[0167] This succession of first and second weft inser-
tion cycles is continually repeated during the entire weav-
ing process. In the present patent application, such a
repetitive succession of two or more insertion cycles is
referred to by the expression ’successive series of at least
two successive weft insertion cycles’. This also results
in a continually repeating alternation of first (2) and sec-
ond effect weft threads (3) per fabric.
[0168] When weaving the fabrics illustrated in Fig. 10,
use is also made of a three-gripper weaving loom ac-
cording to the principle described above, but during the
successive weft insertions, weft thread is alternately not
inserted at the upper insertion level and at the lower in-
sertion level. To this end, the upper and the lower grippers
are alternately disengaged, for example, or weft thread
is not presented to the gripper alternately at the upper
and the lower insertion level. Thus, only two weft threads
(1,2); (1,3) are inserted in each case. The location where
a weft thread has been omitted in the fabric by disengag-
ing insertion means or by not presenting a weft thread is
designated by a crossed circle (31) in Fig. 10.
[0169] With the fabrics from Fig. 10, four weft insertion
cycles take place successively, in which:

- in a first cycle, a first effect weft thread (2) is inserted
at the upper insertion level and a ground weft thread
(1) is inserted at the central insertion level;

- in a second cycle, a ground weft thread (1) is inserted
at the central insertion level and a second effect weft
thread (3) is inserted at the lower insertion level;

- in a third cycle, a second effect weft thread (3) is
inserted at the upper insertion level and a ground
weft thread (1) is inserted at the central insertion lev-
el; and

- in a fourth cycle, a ground weft thread (1) is inserted
at the central insertion level and a first effect weft
thread (2) is inserted at the lower insertion level.

[0170] As stated before, effect warp threads (101-104),
binding warp threads (4-11) and tension warp threads
(12),(13) are also provided for weaving these fabrics on
the weaving loom. They are provided in several warp
thread systems. On the diagrammatic cross section in
the figures, the warp threads of one warp thread system

are illustrated in each case.
[0171] The effect warp threads are positioned with re-
spect to the three insertion levels by means of a jacquard
machine during the successive insertion cycles. For each
warp thread system, two effect warp threads (101),(102)
of different colour are provided for the upper fabric (I) and
two effect warp threads (103)(104) of different colour are
provided for the lower fabric (II).
[0172] With the method illustrated in Fig. 7, the effect
warp threads are positioned as follows: In the upper fabric
(I), one of the effect warp threads (101) is positioned
above the upper insertion level during the second, third
and fourth insertion cycle, and during the sixth, seventh
and eighth insertion cycle, so that there this effect warp
thread (101) runs above the weft threads (2),(3) on the
figurative upper side of the upper fabric (I) and creates
a colour effect. At the same time, this effect warp thread
(101) also covers the effect weft threads (2),(3) situated
underneath so that these colours are less visible locally,
or not at all, on the figurative upper side of this fabric (I).
[0173] In the lower fabric (II), a colour effect is likewise
created by means of an effect warp thread (103) on the
figurative lower side of the fabric (II). To this end, this
effect warp thread (103) is positioned below the lower
insertion level during the first, second and third insertion
cycle, and during the fifth, sixth and seventh insertion
cycle, so that there this effect warp thread (103) runs
underneath the weft threads (2),(3) on the figurative lower
side of the lower fabric (II) and creates a colour effect.
At the same time, this effect warp thread (103) also cov-
ers the effect weft threads (2),(3) situated above, so that
these colours are less visible locally, or not at all, on the
figurative lower side of this fabric (I).
These effect warp threads (101),(103) are interlaced over
a ground weft thread (1) of the respective fabric between
two sections running on the figurative sides. A part of this
effect warp thread (101),(103) is bound in in the fabric,
in the extended state running between the ground weft
threads (1) and the effect weft threads (2),(3).
[0174] Both in the upper (I) and in the lower fabric (II),
a second effect warp thread (102),(104) is bound in in
the fabric. In this case, in each fabric a left-hand part of
this effect warp thread (102),(104) in the extended state
between the ground weft threads (1) and the effect weft
threads (2),(3), and a right-hand part alternately above
and below the effect weft threads (2),(3) of the respective
fabric. The left-hand part will be substantially invisible
from the figurative side of the fabrics and contribute vir-
tually nothing to achieving the desired effect, while the
right-hand part does contribute to the effect as it locally
covers the effect weft threads (2),(3) situated underneath
(or above, in the case of the lower fabric).
[0175] With the fabric of Fig. 7, the first effect weft
threads (2) are in each case taken to the figurative side
of the second part of the bound-in effect warp thread
(102),(104) so as to be visible, while the second effect
weft threads (3) are covered thereby. It goes without say-
ing that, by positioning this warp thread (102),(104) dif-
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ferently, it is possible to take the second effect weft
threads (3) to the figurative sides and to cover the first
effect weft threads (2) in each case, in order to thus make
another colour visible on the figurative side of the fabrics.
[0176] According to the invention, the effect weft
threads (2),(3) of each fabric (I),(II) are inserted at the
same insertion level for each fabric. However, in the fig-
ures, these effect weft threads are shown at different lev-
els in order to make it clear that when one effect weft
thread is covered, the other effect weft thread on the up-
per side of the fabric becomes visible. In order to be able
to cover certain effect weft threads and to make other
effect weft threads visible, the effect warp threads do
have to be positioned alternately above and below the
insertion level of the respective effect weft threads.
Therefore, although the effect warp threads (101-104)
have been shown as being in the extended state in the
zones where effect weft threads are visible on the figu-
rative side, a movement is still required to position these
effect warp threads (101-104) in those zones in the suc-
cessive insertion cycles.
[0177] The fabrics from Figs. 8 and 9 differ from the
fabric in Fig. 7 by the fact that an additional set of binding
warp threads (8),(9);(10),(11) was added in each fabric
(I),(II). As a result thereof, it is not only possible to enclose
the weft threads of each series by binding warp threads
in accordance with Fig. 7, but also to additionally enclose
only the ground weft threads (1). In this case, two binding
warp threads are inserted alternately above and below
the successive ground weft threads (1) of the respective
fabric (I),(II), in counterphase with respect to each other.
[0178] In this case, binding warp threads in the one
zone of the fabric are used to bind in the weft threads per
series (as shown in Fig. 7), and in another zone to bind
in the successive ground weft threads (1), and vice versa.
[0179] As illustrated in Fig. 9, two effect warp threads
(101),(102); (103),(104) can simultaneously run on the
figurative side of the fabrics (I),(II) at the same location
in the fabrics (I),(II). With the method according to said
Fig. 9, the non-effect-producing parts of the effect warp
threads (101),(103), running alternately above and below
the ground weft threads (1), are bound in in the fabrics
(I),(II).
In this way, the other effect warp thread (101),(103) does
not impede the one effect warp thread (102),(104) when
it covers the effect weft thread.
[0180] Fig. 9 also clearly shows how a transition is
achieved in both fabrics (I),(II) from a binding in which in
each case the first effect weft thread (2) runs on the fig-
urative side of the fabrics (I),(II) to a binding in which the
second effect weft thread (3) runs on the figurative side.
[0181] In the upper fabric (I), the first effect weft thread
(2) which is inserted at the fifth and the seventh insertion
cycle (counting from the left) runs above the bound-in
effect warp thread (102), and the second effect weft
thread (3) is in each case covered by this effect warp
thread (102). Due to its covering function, this effect warp
thread (102) is effect-forming, but not appearance-deter-

mining.
[0182] In the lower fabric (II), it is the first effect weft
thread (2) of the sixth and the eighth insertion cycle which
runs on the figurative side of the effect warp thread (104),
while the second effect weft thread (3) is covered thereby.
In the fabrics (I),(II), the effect at those locations is pro-
duced by the first effect weft thread (2).
[0183] Thereafter, a changeover takes place in which,
in the tenth and twelfth insertion cycle in the upper fabric
(I), and in the eleventh insertion cycle in the lower fabric
(II), in each case the second effect weft thread (3) runs
on the figurative side, while the first effect weft thread (2)
is covered by the effect warp thread (102),(104). At those
locations, the effect is thus produced by the second effect
weft thread (3).
[0184] This changeover is achieved by correctly posi-
tioning the effect weft threads (102),(104) in the succes-
sive insertion cycles with respect to the insertion levels.

Claims

1. Method for weaving a pile fabric with one or more
pile-free zones, in which in each case one or more
ground weft threads (1) are inserted between warp
threads (4-7), (8-11),(12-21),(101-107) on a weaving
loom in series of successive weft insertion cycles,
so that at least one ground fabric (I), (II) is woven
comprising ground weft threads (1), binding warp
threads (4),(5); (6),(7) and tension warp threads (8);
(9),(10),(11), and so that pile warp threads (12-16);
(17-21) (101-104) are interlaced, in at least one pile
zone, with one or more ground weft threads (1) in
the ground fabric (I),(II) while forming pile, in which
in each case at least one ground weft thread (1) and
at least two effect weft threads (2),(3) having mutu-
ally different appearance-determining properties are
inserted at well-defined weft insertion levels in suc-
cessive series of at least two successive weft inser-
tion cycles, in which the effect weft threads (2),(3) in
each series are inserted in successive weft insertion
cycles, and in which , in order to create a predeter-
mined effect in at least one pile-free zone, the warp
threads (4),(5);(6),(7); (12-16);(17-22): (101-104)
are positioned in such a way with respect to the weft-
insertion levels that, in at least one series, at least
one effect weft thread (2),(3) runs substantially un-
covered on the pile side of the ground fabric (I),(II)
in at least a part of the pile-free zone, wherein weft
threads (1),(2),(3) are inserted at at least three dif-
ferent weft-insertion levels.

2. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to claim
1, characterized in that during successive series
of weft insertion cycles, in each case a first (2) and
a second effect weft thread (3), having a first and a
second appearance-determining property, respec-
tively, are inserted.
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3. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to claim
2, characterized in that the different first (2) and
second effect weft threads (3) in each series are in-
serted in successive weft insertion cycles in the
same order.

4. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to one of
the preceding claims, characterized in that the ef-
fect is created by positioning the binding warp
threads (4),(5); (6),(7) and/or the pile warp threads
(12-16); (17-22) in such a way that, over several se-
ries, the one or more effect weft threads (2),(3) hav-
ing the same appearance-determining properties
run substantially uncovered on the pile side of the
ground fabric (I),(II) in each case.

5. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to one of
the preceding claims, characterized in that the
binding warp threads (4),(5); (6),(7) and/or the pile
warp threads (12-16); (17-22) are positioned in such
a manner that at least one effect weft thread (2),(3)
of at least one series runs substantially uncovered
on the pile side of the fabric in at least a part of the
pile-free zone, while every other effect weft thread
(2),(3) of this/these series in said part of the pile-free
zone is substantially covered by binding warp
threads (4),(5); (6),(7) and/or pile warp threads
(12-16); (17-22) of the ground fabric (I),(II).

6. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to one of
the preceding claims, characterized in that the
binding warp threads (4),(5); (6),(7) and/or the pile
warp threads (12-16); (17-22) are positioned such
that, in at least one series, a first effect weft thread
(2) runs substantially uncovered on the pile side of
the ground fabric (I),(II) in a first part of a pile-free
zone, and a second effect weft thread (3) runs sub-
stantially uncovered on the pile side of the ground
fabric (I),(II) in a second part of the same pile-free
zone, so that a different effect is created in two parts
of the same pile-free zone which succeed one an-
other in the weft direction.

7. Method for weaving a pile fabric, according to one
of the preceding claims, characterized in that the
binding warp threads (4),(5); (6),(7) and/or the pile
warp threads (12-16); (17-22) are positioned such
that, in at least one series, a first effect weft thread
(2) runs substantially uncovered on the pile side of
the ground fabric (I),(II) in a first pile-free zone, and
a second effect weft thread (3) runs substantially un-
covered on the pile side of the ground fabric (I),(II)
in a second pile-free zone, so that a different effect
is created in two pile-free zones which succeed one
another in the weft direction and are separated from
each other.

8. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to one of

the preceding claims, characterized in that the pile
warp threads (12-16); (17-22) in a pile-free zone are
positioned such that at least one effect weft thread
(2),(3) of at least one series runs substantially un-
covered by pile warp threads (12-16); (17-21) on the
pile side of the ground fabric (I),(II), while every other
effect weft thread of this/these series in said part of
the pile-free zone is substantially covered by one or
more pile warp threads (12-16); (17-22) of the ground
fabric (I),(II).

9. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to one of
the preceding claims, characterized in that the pile
warp threads (12-16); (17-22) in a pile-free zone are
positioned such that one or more pile warp threads
(12-16);(17-22) are not used for covering one or
more effect weft threads (2),(3) and are bound in as
dead pile warp threads in the ground fabric.

10. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to one of
the preceding claims, characterized in that the
binding warp threads (4),(5); (6),(7) in a pile-free
zone are positioned such that at least one effect weft
thread (2),(3) of at least one series runs substantially
uncovered by binding warp threads (4),(5); (6),(7) on
the pile side of the ground fabric (I),(II), while every
other effect weft thread of this/these series in said
part of the pile-free zone is substantially covered by
one or more binding warp threads (4),(5); (6),(7) of
the ground fabric (I),(II).

11. Method for weaving a pile fabric with one or more
pile-free zones according to one of the preceding
claims, characterized in that on a weaving loom
having at least three different weft-insertion levels,
in successive weft insertion cycles, in each case an
upper effect weft thread (2),(3) is inserted at an upper
insertion level, and/or a lower effect weft thread
(2),(3) is inserted at a lower insertion level, and a
ground weft thread (1) is inserted at an intermediate
insertion level, between warp threads
(4-13),(101-104) which are positioned with respect
to the insertion levels in such a way that:

- the upper effect weft threads (2),(3) in each
case form part of the upper fabric (I), the lower
effect weft threads (2),(3) in each case form part
of the lower fabric (II), and the ground weft
threads alternately form part of the upper (I) and
the lower fabric (II),
- in the upper fabric (I), at least one upper effect
weft thread (2),(3) runs substantially uncovered
for a predetermined length on the upper side of
the fabric, so that a figurative side with a prede-
termined effect is produced on the upper side of
said fabric (I), and
- in the lower fabric (II), at least one lower effect
weft thread (2),(3) runs substantially uncovered
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for a predetermined length on the lower side of
the fabric, so that a figurative side with a prede-
termined effect is produced on the lower side of
said fabric (II).

12. Method for simultaneously weaving two fabrics ac-
cording to claim 11, characterized in that effect
warp threads (101-104) are provided which are po-
sitioned such that, in at least one of the fabrics (I),(II),
one or more of said effect warp threads (101-104)
run on the figurative side of one or more effect weft
threads (2),(3) and locally cover said effect weft
threads, depending on the effect to be created.

13. Method for simultaneously weaving two fabrics ac-
cording to claim 11 or 12, characterized in that ef-
fect warp threads (101-104) are provided which are
positioned such that, in at least one of the fabrics
(I),(II), one or more of said effect warp threads (2),(3)
alternately run on the figurative side of the fabric and
are interlaced with one or more weft threads (1-3) of
the fabric, so that their appearance-determining
properties contribute to creating the desired effect.

14. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to claim
12 or 13, characterized in that non-effect-produc-
ing parts of effect warp threads (101-104) are bound
in in the upper (I) and/or the lower fabric (II), running
in the extended state between the ground weft
threads (1), on the one hand, and the effect weft
threads (2),(3), on the other hand, or running alter-
nately below and above the successive ground weft
threads (1).

15. Method for simultaneously weaving two fabrics ac-
cording to one of claims 12 to 14, characterized in
that parts of effect warp threads (101-104) are bound
in in the upper (I) and/or the lower fabric (II), running
alternately above and below the successive effect
weft threads (2),(3).

16. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to one of
the preceding claims, characterized in that, accord-
ing to a double-face weaving method, two ground
fabrics (I),(II) are woven one above the other, in that
one or more pile warp threads (19),(21) are inter-
laced alternately in the upper (I) and the lower ground
fabric (II) with a ground weft thread (1) and are cut
between both ground fabrics, so that two pile fabrics
are formed.

17. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to claim
16, characterized in that the pile warp threads
(12-16); (17-21) are positioned such that one or more
pile warp threads (19),(21) form pile according to a
1/n V pile weave, in which n equals the number of
weft threads (1),(2),(3) which is inserted in every
ground fabric (I),(II) in each series.

18. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to one of
the preceding claims , characterized in that each
series comprises two weft insertion cycles, and in
that in each series, at the upper level a ground weft
thread (1) and a first effect weft thread (2) with a first
appearance-determining property are inserted, at
the central level in each case a second effect weft
thread (3) with a second appearance-determining
property is inserted, and at the lower level a first ef-
fect weft thread (2) and a ground weft thread (1) are
inserted.

19. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to claim
18, characterized in that the pile warp threads
(12-16); (17-21) are positioned such that one or more
pile warp threads (19),(21) form pile according to a
2/n V pile weave, in which n equals the number of
weft threads (1),(2),(3) which is inserted in each
ground fabric (I),(II) for each series.

20. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to one of
the preceding claims , characterized in that the pile
warp threads (12-16); (17-21) are positioned by
means of a four-position-jacquard device by means
of which every position in every weft insertion cycle
is attainable.

21. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to one of
the preceding claims, characterized in that the pile-
forming pile warp threads (13),(19),(21) are inter-
laced in every ground fabric (I),(II) with one or more
ground weft threads (1) which run along the back
with respect to the tension warp threads (8),(9);
(10),(11) of the respective ground fabric (I),(II).

22. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to one of
the preceding claims, characterized in that the
weaving loom comprises a reed with several reed
openings, in that the warp threads (4-22) on the
weaving loom are distributed over a number of reed
openings, in which only one binding warp thread
(4),(5),(6),(7) is provided for each reed opening per
ground fabric (I),(II), and in that the binding warp
threads are positioned such that several sets of two
cooperating binding warp threads (4),(5);(6),(7) are
taken alternately above and below at least one weft
thread (1),(2),(3), running in counterphase with re-
spect to each other, and in that the two cooperating
binding warp threads (4),(5); (6),(7) of a set belong
to two adjacent reed openings, respectively.

23. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to one of
the preceding claims, characterized in that, accord-
ing to a double-face weaving method, two ground
fabrics (I),(II) are woven one above the other while
respective loop weft threads (30) are kept at a dis-
tance from the ground fabrics (I),(II), and in that one
or more first pile warp threads (13) are alternately
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interlaced in the upper ground fabric (I) and run over
at least one loop weft thread (30), so that pile loops
are formed on the upper ground fabric (I), and in that
one or more second pile warp threads (19) are alter-
nately interlaced in the lower ground fabric (II) and
run over at least one loop weft thread (30), so that
pile loops are formed on the lower ground fabric.

24. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to one of
the preceding claims, characterized in that, accord-
ing to a double-face weaving method, two ground
fabrics (I),(II) are woven, one above the other, while
respective loop weft threads (30) are kept at a dis-
tance from the ground fabrics (I),(II), in that one or
more first pile warp threads (13) are alternately in-
terlaced in the upper ground fabric (I) and run over
at least one loop weft thread (30), so that pile loops
are formed on the upper ground fabric (I), in that
one or more second pile warp threads (19) are alter-
nately interlaced in the lower ground fabric (II) and
run over at least one loop weft thread (30), so that
pile loops are formed on the lower ground fabric, and
in that one or more third pile warp threads (21) are
alternately interlaced in the upper (I) and the lower
ground fabric (II) with a ground weft thread (1) and
are cut between both ground fabrics, so that a zone
of cut pile is also produced on both ground fabrics.

25. Method for weaving a pile fabric according to one of
the preceding claims, characterized in that the dif-
ferent effect weft threads (2),(3) differ from each oth-
er by one or more of the following appearance-de-
termining properties: colour, hairiness, lustre,
coarseness, yarn material, thickness.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes mit einem
oder mehreren florfreien Bereichen, in denen in je-
dem Fall ein oder mehrere Grundschussfäden (1)
zwischen Kettfäden (4-7), (8-11), (12-21), (101-107)
auf einem Webrahmen in einer Reihe aufeinander-
folgender Schusseinzugszyklen eingezogen wer-
den, sodass zumindest ein Grundgewebe (I), (II),
das Grundschussfäden (1), Bindekettfäden (4), (5);
(6), (7) und Spannkettfäden (8); (9), (10), (11), um-
fasst, gewebt wird, und sodass Florkettfäden
(12-16); (17-21) (101-104) in mindestens einem
Florbereich mit einem oder mehreren Grundschuss-
fäden (1) im Grundgewebe (I), (II) beim Ausbilden
des Flors vernetzt werden, wobei in jedem Fall zu-
mindest ein Grundschussfaden (1) und mindestens
zwei Effektschussfäden (2), (3) die voneinander ver-
schiedene optikbestimmende Eigenschaften auf-
weisen, in festgelegten Schusseinzugsstufen in auf-
einanderfolgenden Reihen von mindestens zwei
aufeinanderfolgenden Schusseinzugszyklen einge-

zogen werden, in denen die Effektschussfäden (2),
(3) in jeder Reihe in aufeinanderfolgenden Schus-
seinzugszyklen eingezogen werden, und in denen,
um einen festgelegten Effekt in mindestens einem
florfreien Bereich zu erzeugen, die Kettfäden (4), (5);
(6), (7); (12-16); (17-22); (101-104) in Bezug zu den
Schusseinzugsstufen derart positioniert sind, dass,
zumindest in einer Reihe mindestens ein Effekt-
schussfaden (2), (3) auf der Florseite des Grundge-
webes (I), (II) zumindest in einem Teil des florfreien
Bereichs im Wesentlichen unbedeckt verläuft, wobei
Schussfäden (1), (2), (3) zumindest in drei verschie-
denen Schusseinzugsstufen eingezogen werden.

2. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach An-
spruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass bei auf-
einanderfolgenden Reihen von Schusseinzugszyk-
len in jedem Fall ein erster (2) und ein zweiter Ef-
fektschussfaden (3), die eine erste bzw. eine zweite
optikbestimmende Eigenschaft aufweisen, eingezo-
gen werden.

3. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach An-
spruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der ver-
schiedene erste (2) und zweite Effektschussfaden
(3) in jeder Reihe in aufeinanderfolgenden Schus-
seinzugszyklen in derselben Reihenfolge eingezo-
gen werden.

4. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass der Effekt durch derartiges Po-
sitionieren der Bindekettfäden (4), (5); (6), (7)
und/oder der Florkettfäden (12-16); (17-22), dass
über mehrere Reihen der eine oder die mehreren
Effektschussfäden (2), (3), die dieselben optikbe-
stimmenden Eigenschaften aufweisen, auf der Flor-
seite des Grundgewebes (I), (II) in jedem Fall im We-
sentlichen unbedeckt verlaufen, erzeugt wird.

5. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass die Bindekettfäden (4), (5); (6),
(7) und/oder die Florkettfäden (12-16); (17-22) derart
positioniert sind, dass zumindest ein Effektschuss-
faden (2), (3) der mindestens einen Reihe auf der
Florseite des Gewebes in zumindest einem Teil des
florfreien Bereichs im Wesentlichen unbedeckt ver-
läuft, während jeder zweite Effektschussfaden (2),
(3) dieser Reihe/n in dem Teil des florfreien Bereichs
im Wesentlichen von Bindekettfäden (4), (5); (6), (7)
und/oder Florkettfäden (12-16); (17-22) des Grund-
gewebes (I), (II) bedeckt wird.

6. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass die Bindekettfäden (4), (5); (6),
(7) und/oder die Florkettfäden (12-16); (17-22) derart
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positioniert sind, dass, zumindest in einer Reihe, ein
erster Effektschussfaden (2) auf der Florseite des
Grundgewebes (I), (II) in einem ersten Teil eines flor-
freien Bereichs im Wesentlichen unbedeckt verläuft,
und ein zweiter Effektschussfaden (3) auf der Flor-
seite des Grundgewebes (I), (II) in einem zweiten
Teil desselben florfreien Bereichs im Wesentlichen
unbedeckt verläuft, sodass in zwei Teilen desselben
florfreien Bereichs, die in Schussrichtung aufeinan-
derfolgen ein unterschiedlicher Effekt erzeugt wird.

7. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass die Bindekettfäden (4), (5); (6),
(7) und/oder die Florkettfäden (12-16); (17-22) derart
positioniert sind, dass, zumindest in einer Reihe, ein
erster Effektschussfaden (2) auf der Florseite des
Grundgewebes (I), (II) in einem ersten florfreien Be-
reich im Wesentlichen unbedeckt verläuft, und ein
zweiter Effektschussfaden (3) auf der Florseite des
Grundgewebes (I), (II) in einem zweiten florfreien Be-
reich im Wesentlichen unbedeckt verläuft, sodass in
zwei in Schussrichtung aufeinanderfolgenden und
voneinander getrennten florfreien Bereichen ein un-
terschiedlicher Effekt erzeugt wird.

8. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass die Florkettfäden (12-16);
(17-22) in einem florfreien Bereich derart positioniert
sind, dass zumindest ein Effektschussfaden (2), (3)
mindestens einer Reihe auf der Florseite des Grund-
gewebes (I), (II) im Wesentlichen von Florkettfäden
unbedeckt verläuft (12-16); (17-21), während jeder
andere Effektschussfaden dieser Reihe/n in dem
Teil des florfreien Bereichs von einem oder mehre-
ren Florkettfäden (12-16); (17-22) des Grundgewe-
bes (I), (II) im Wesentlichen bedeckt wird.

9. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass die Florkettfäden (12-16);
(17-22) in einem florfreien Bereich derart positioniert
sind, dass einer oder mehrere Florkettfäden (12-16);
(17-22) nicht zum Bedecken eines oder mehrerer
Effektschussfäden (2), (3) verwendet wird/werden
und als tote Florkettfäden im Grundgewebe gebun-
den werden.

10. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass die Bindekettfäden (4), (5); (6),
(7) in einem florfreien Bereich derart positioniert sind,
dass mindestens ein Effektschussfaden (2), (3) min-
destens einer Reihe durch Bindekettfäden (4), (5);
(6), (7) auf der Florseite des Grundgewebes (I), (II)
im Wesentlichen unbedeckt verläuft, während jeder
andere Effektschussfaden dieser Reihe/n in dem

Teil des florfreien Bereichs von einem oder mehre-
ren Bindekettfäden (4), (5); (6), (7) des Grundgewe-
bes (I), (II) im Wesentlichen bedeckt wird.

11. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes mit einem
oder mehreren florfreien Bereichen gemäß einem
oder vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass auf einem Webrahmen, der mindes-
tens drei verschiedene Schusseinzugsstufen auf-
weist, in aufeinanderfolgenden Schusseinzugszyk-
len in jedem Fall ein oberer Effektschussfaden (2),
(3) auf einer oberen Einzugsstufe eingezogen wird
und/oder ein unterer Effektschussfaden (2), (3) auf
einer unteren Einzugsebene eingezogen wird, und
ein Grundschussfaden (1) auf einer Zwischenein-
zugsstufe zwischen Kettfäden (4-13), (101 -104) ein-
gezogen wird, die in Bezug zu den Einzugsstufen
derart positioniert sind, dass:

- die oberen Effektschussfäden (2), (3) in jedem
Fall einen Teil des oberen Gewebes (I) ausbil-
den, die unteren Effektschussfäden (2), (3) in
jedem Fall einen Teil des unteren Gewebes (II)
ausbilden, und die Grundschussfäden einen
Teil des oberen (I) und unteren Gewebes (II)
ausbilden,
- im oberen Gewebe (I) zumindest ein oberer
Effektschussfaden (2), (3) für eine festgelegte
Länge auf der Oberseite des Gewebes im We-
sentlichen unbedeckt verläuft, sodass eine bild-
hafte Seite mit einem festgelegten Effekt auf der
Oberseite des Gewebes (I) erzeugt wird, und
- im unteren Gewebe (II) zumindest ein unterer
Effektschussfaden (2), (3) für eine festgelegte
Länge auf der Unterseite des Gewebes im We-
sentlichen unbedeckt verläuft, sodass eine bild-
hafte Seite mit einem festgelegten Effekt auf der
Unterseite des Gewebes (II) erzeugt wird.

12. Verfahren zum gleichzeitigen Weben von zwei Ge-
weben gemäß Anspruch 11, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass Effektkettfäden (101-104) vorgese-
hen sind, die derart positioniert sind, dass, in zumin-
dest einem der Gewebe (I), (II), ein oder mehrere
der Effektkettfäden (101-104) auf der bildhaften Sei-
te des einen oder der mehreren Effektschussfäden
(2), (3) verlaufen und die Effektschussfäden in Ab-
hängigkeit des zu erzeugenden Effekts stellenweise
bedecken.

13. Verfahren zum gleichzeitigen Weben von zwei Ge-
weben nach Anspruch 11 oder 12, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass Effektkettfäden (101-104) vor-
gesehen sind, die derart positioniert sind, dass, in
mindestens einem der Gewebe (I), (II), ein oder meh-
rere der Effektkettfäden (2), (3) abwechselnd auf der
bildhaften Seite des Gewebes verlaufen und mit ei-
nem oder mehreren Schussfäden (1-3) des Gewe-
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bes gekreuzt sind, sodass ihre optikbestimmenden
Eigenschaften zum Erzeugen des gewünschten Ef-
fekts beitragen.

14. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach An-
spruch 12 oder 13, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
nicht-effekterzeugende Teile der Effektkettfäden
(101-104) im oberen (I) und/oder unteren Gewebe
(II) gebunden werden, und im ausgedehnten Zu-
stand zwischen den Grundschussfäden (1) einer-
seits und den Effektschussfäden (2), (3) anderer-
seits verlaufen oder alternativ unter und über den
aufeinanderfolgenden Grundschussfäden (1) ver-
laufen.

15. Verfahren zum gleichzeitigen Weben von zwei Ge-
weben nach einem der Ansprüche 12 bis 14, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass Teile der Effektkett-
fäden (101-104) im oberen (I) und/oder unteren Ge-
webe (II) gebunden sind und abwechselnd über oder
unter aufeinanderfolgenden Effektschussfäden (2),
(3) verlaufen.

16. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass gemäß einem doppelseitigen
Webverfahren zwei Grundgewebe (I), (II) überein-
ander gewebt werden, dass einer oder mehrere Flor-
kettfäden (19), (21) abwechselnd im oberen (I) und
unteren Grundgewebe (II) mit einem Grundschuss-
faden (1) gekreuzt sind und zwischen beiden Grund-
geweben geschnitten werden, sodass zwei Florge-
webe ausgebildet werden.

17. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach An-
spruch 16, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die
Florkettfäden (12-16); (17-21) derart positioniert
sind, dass ein oder mehrere Florkettfäden (19), (21)
gemäß eines Florgewebes mit 1/n V Flor ausbilden,
wobei n der Anzahl der Schussfäden (1), (2), (3), die
in jeder Reihe in jedes Grundgewebe (I), (II) einge-
zogen wird, entspricht.

18. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass jede Reihe zwei Schussein-
zugszyklen umfasst, und dass in jeder Reihe auf der
oberen Stufe ein Grundschussfaden (1) und ein ers-
ter Effektschussfaden (2) mit einer ersten optikbe-
stimmenden Eigenschaft eingezogen werden, auf
der mittleren Stufe in jedem Fall ein zweiter Effekt-
schussfaden (3) mit einer zweiten optikbestimmen-
den Eigenschaft eingezogen wird und auf der unte-
ren Stufe ein erster Effektschussfaden (2) und ein
Grundschussfaden (1) eingezogen werden.

19. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach An-
spruch 18, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die

Florkettfäden (12-16); (17-21) derart positioniert
sind, dass ein oder mehrere Florkettfäden (19), (21)
gemäß einem Florgewebe mit 2/n V Flor ausbilden,
wobei n der Anzahl der Schussfäden (1), (2), (3), die
in jeder Reihe in jedes Grundgewebe (I), (II) einge-
zogen werden, entspricht.

20. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass die Florkettfäden (12-16);
(17-21) mittels einer Jacquard-Vorrichtung mit vier
Positionen positioniert werden, mittels der jede Po-
sition in jedem Schusseinzugszyklus erzielbar ist.

21. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass die florbildenden Florkettfäden
(13), (19), (21) in jedem Grundgewebe (I), (II) mit
einem oder mehreren Grundschussfäden (1), die in
Bezug zu den Spannkettfäden (8), (9); (10), (11) des
jeweiligen Grundgewebes (I), (II) entlang der Rück-
seite verlaufen, vernetzt sind.

22. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass der Webrahmen ein Riet mit
mehreren Rietöffnungen umfasst, dass die Kettfä-
den (4-22) auf dem Webrahmen über eine Anzahl
von Rietöffnungen verteilt sind, in denen nur ein Bin-
dekettfaden (4), (5), (6), (7) für jede Rietöffnung pro
Grundgewebe (I), (II) vorgesehen ist, und dass die
Bindekettfäden derart positioniert sind, dass mehre-
re Sätze zweier zusammenwirkender Bindekettfä-
den (4), (5); (6), (7) abwechselnd über und unter den
mindestens einen Schussfaden (1), (2), (3) geführt
werden, die gegenphasig zueinander verlaufen, und
dass die zwei zusammenwirkenden Bindekettfäden
(4), (5); (6), (7) eines Satzes jeweils zu zwei angren-
zenden Rietöffnungen gehören.

23. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass gemäß einem doppelseitigen
Webverfahren zwei Grundgewebe (I), (II) überein-
ander gewebt werden, während jeweilige Schlaufen-
schussfäden (30) von den Grundgeweben (I), (II) be-
abstandet gehalten werden, und dass ein oder meh-
rere erste Florkettfäden (13) abwechselnd im oberen
Grundgewebe (I) vernetzt sind und über mindestens
einen Schlaufenschussfaden (30) verlaufen, sodass
Florschlaufen auf dem oberen Grundgewebe (I) aus-
gebildet werden, und dass ein oder mehrere zweite
Florkettfäden (19) abwechselnd im unteren Grund-
gewebe (II) vernetzt sind und über mindestens einen
Schlaufenschussfaden (30) verlaufen, sodass Flor-
schlaufen auf dem unteren Grundgewebe ausgebil-
det werden.
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24. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass gemäß einem doppelseitigen
Webverfahren zwei Grundgewebe (I), (II) überein-
ander gewebt werden, während jeweilige Schlaufen-
schussfäden (30) von den Grundgeweben (I), (II) be-
abstandet gehalten werden, und dass ein oder meh-
rere erste Florkettfäden (13) abwechselnd im oberen
Grundgewebe (I) vernetzt sind und über mindestens
einen Schlaufenschussfaden (30) verlaufen, sodass
Florschlaufen auf dem oberen Grundgewebe (I) aus-
gebildet werden, und dass ein oder mehrere zweite
Florkettfäden (19) abwechselnd im unteren Grund-
gewebe (II) vernetzt sind und über mindestens einen
Schlaufenschussfaden (30) verlaufen, sodass Flor-
schlaufen auf dem unteren Grundgewebe ausgebil-
det werden, und dass ein oder mehrere Florkettfä-
den (21) abwechselnd im oberen (I) und unteren
Grundgewebe (II) mit einem Grundschussfaden (1)
vernetzt sind und zwischen beiden Grundgeweben
geschnitten werden, sodass ebenfalls auf beiden
Grundgeweben ein Bereich geschnittenen Flors er-
zeugt wird.

25. Verfahren zum Weben eines Florgewebes nach ei-
nem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass sich die verschiedenen Effekt-
schussfäden (2), (3) durch eine oder mehrere der
folgenden optikbestimmenden Eigenschaften von-
einander unterscheiden: Farbe, Haarigkeit, Glanz,
Faserfeinheit, Garnmaterial, Stärke.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils avec une ou plu-
sieurs zones dépourvues de poils, dans lequel, dans
chaque cas, un ou plusieurs fils de trame de fond (1)
sont insérés entre des fils de chaîne (4-7), (8-11),
(12-21), (101-107) sur un métier à tisser en séries
de cycles d’insertion de trame successifs, pour qu’au
moins un tissu de fond (I), (II) soit tissé comprenant
des fils de trame de fond (1), des fils de chaîne de
liage (4), (5) ; (6), (7) et des fils de chaîne de tension
(8) ; (9), (10), (11), et pour que des fils de chaîne de
poil (12-16) ; (17-21) (101- 104) soient entrelacés,
dans au moins une zone à poils, avec un ou plusieurs
fils de trame de fond (1) dans le tissu de fond (I), (II)
durant la formation de poils, dans lequel, dans cha-
que cas, au moins un fil de trame de fond (1) et au
moins deux fils de trame d’effet (2), (3) ayant des
propriétés de détermination d’apparence mutuelle-
ment différentes sont insérés à des niveaux d’inser-
tion de trame bien définis en séries successives d’au
moins deux cycles d’insertion de trame successifs,
dans lequel les fils de trame d’effet (2), (3) dans cha-
que série sont insérés dans des cycles d’insertion
de trame successifs, et dans lequel, afin de créer un

effet prédéterminé dans au moins une zone dépour-
vue de poils, les fils de chaîne (4), (5) ; (6), (7) ;
(12-16) ; (17-22) : (101-104) sont positionnés de ma-
nière telle, par rapport aux niveaux d’insertion de
trame, que, dans au moins une série, au moins un
fil de trame d’effet (2), (3) passe de façon sensible-
ment non couverte sur le côté poil du tissu de fond
(I), (II) dans au moins une partie de la zone dépour-
vue de poils, dans lequel des fils de trame (1), (2),
(3) sont insérés à au moins trois différents niveaux
d’insertion de trame.

2. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon la reven-
dication 1, caractérisé en ce que, durant des séries
successives de cycles d’insertion de trame, dans
chaque cas, un premier (2) et un second fil de trame
d’effet (3), ayant une première, et une seconde, pro-
priété de détermination d’apparence, respective-
ment, sont insérés.

3. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon la reven-
dication 2, caractérisé en ce que les différents pre-
mier (2) et second fils de trame d’effet (3) dans cha-
que série sont insérés dans des cycles d’insertion
de trame successifs dans le même ordre.

4. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
l’effet est créé en positionnant les fils de chaîne de
liage (4), (5) ; (6), (7) et/ou les fils de chaîne de poil
(12-16) ; (17-22) de manière telle que, sur plusieurs
séries, les un ou plusieurs fils de trame d’effet (2),
(3) ayant les mêmes propriétés de détermination
d’apparence passent de façon sensiblement non
couverte sur le côté poil du tissu de fond (I), (II), dans
chaque cas.

5. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
les fils de chaîne de liage (4), (5) ; (6), (7) et/ou les
fils de chaîne de poil (12-16) ; (17-22) sont position-
nés de manière telle qu’au moins un fil de trame d’ef-
fet (2), (3) d’au moins une série passe de façon sen-
siblement non couverte sur le côté poil du tissu dans
au moins une partie de la zone dépourvue de poils,
alors que chaque autre fil de trame d’effet (2), (3) de
cette/ces séries dans ladite partie de la zone dépour-
vue de poils est sensiblement couvert par des fils de
chaîne de liage (4), (5) ; (6), (7) et/ou des fils de
chaîne de poil (12-16) ; (17-22) du tissu de fond (I),
(II).

6. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
les fils de chaîne de liage (4), (5) ; (6), (7) et/ou les
fils de chaîne de poil (12-16) ; (17-22) sont position-
nés de telle sorte que, dans au moins une série, un
premier fil de trame d’effet (2) passe de façon sen-
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siblement non couverte sur le côté poil du tissu de
fond (I), (II) dans une première partie d’une zone
dépourvue de poils, et un second fil de trame d’effet
(3) passe de façon sensiblement non couverte sur
le côté poil du tissu de fond (I), (II) dans une seconde
partie de la même zone dépourvue de poils, pour
qu’un effet différent soit créé dans deux parties de
la même zone dépourvue de poils qui se succèdent
l’une à l’autre dans la direction de trame.

7. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils, selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
les fils de chaîne de liage (4), (5) ; (6), (7) et/ou les
fils de chaîne de poil (12-16) ; (17-22) sont position-
nés de telle sorte que, dans au moins une série, un
premier fil de trame d’effet (2) passe de façon sen-
siblement non couverte sur le côté poil du tissu de
fond (I), (II) dans une première zone dépourvue de
poils, et un second fil de trame d’effet (3) passe de
façon sensiblement non couverte sur le côté poil du
tissu de fond (I), (II) dans une seconde zone dépour-
vue de poils, pour qu’un effet différent soit créé dans
deux zones dépourvues de poils qui se succèdent
l’une à l’autre dans la direction de trame et sont sé-
parées l’une de l’autre.

8. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
les fils de chaîne de poil (12-16) ; (17-22) dans une
zone dépourvue de poils sont positionnés de telle
sorte qu’au moins un fil de trame d’effet (2), (3) d’au
moins une série passe de façon sensiblement non
couverte par des fils de chaîne de poil (12-16) ;
(17-21) sur le côté poil du tissu de fond (I), (II), alors
que chaque autre fil de trame d’effet de cette/ces
séries dans ladite partie de la zone dépourvue de
poils est sensiblement couvert par un ou plusieurs
fils de chaîne de poil (12-16) ; (17-22) du tissu de
fond (I), (II).

9. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
les fils de chaîne de poil (12-16) ; (17-22) dans une
zone dépourvue de poils sont positionnés de telle
sorte qu’un ou plusieurs fils de chaîne de poil
(12-16) ; (17-22) ne soient pas utilisés pour couvrir
un ou plusieurs fils de trame d’effet (2), (3) et soient
incorporés en tant que fils de chaîne de poil morts
dans le tissu de fond.

10. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
les fils de chaîne de liage (4), (5) ; (6), (7) dans une
zone dépourvue de poils sont positionnés de telle
sorte qu’au moins un fil de trame d’effet (2), (3) d’au
moins une série passe de façon sensiblement non
couverte par des fils de chaîne de liage (4), (5) ; (6),
(7) sur le côté poil du tissu de fond (I), (II), alors que

chaque autre fil de trame d’effet de cette/ces séries
dans ladite partie de la zone dépourvue de poils est
sensiblement couvert par un ou plusieurs fils de chaî-
ne de liage (4), (5) ; (6), (7) du tissu de fond (I), (II).

11. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils avec une ou plu-
sieurs zones dépourvues de poils selon une des re-
vendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que,
sur un métier à tisser ayant au moins trois différents
niveaux d’insertion de trame, dans des cycles d’in-
sertion de trame successifs, dans chaque cas, un fil
de trame d’effet supérieur (2), (3) est inséré à un
niveau d’insertion supérieur, et/ou un fil de trame
d’effet inférieur (2), (3) est inséré à un niveau d’in-
sertion inférieur, et un fil de trame de fond (1) est
inséré à un niveau d’insertion intermédiaire, entre
des fils de chaîne (4-13), (101-104) qui sont posi-
tionnés par rapport aux niveaux d’insertion de ma-
nière telle que :

- les fils de trame d’effet supérieurs (2), (3), dans
chaque cas, fassent partie du tissu supérieur (I),
les fils de trame d’effet inférieurs (2), (3), dans
chaque cas, fassent partie du tissu inférieur (II),
et les fils de trame de fond de façon alternée
fassent partie des tissus supérieur (I) et inférieur
(II),
- dans le tissu supérieur (I), au moins un fil de
trame d’effet supérieur (2), (3) passe de façon
sensiblement non couverte sur une longueur
prédéterminée sur le côté supérieur du tissu,
pour qu’un côté figuratif avec un effet prédéter-
miné soit produit sur le côté supérieur dudit tissu
(I), et
- dans le tissu inférieur (II), au moins un fil de
trame d’effet inférieur (2), (3) passe de façon
sensiblement non couverte sur une longueur
prédéterminée sur le côté inférieur du tissu, pour
qu’un côté figuratif avec un effet prédéterminé
soit produit sur le côté inférieur dudit tissu (II).

12. Procédé pour simultanément tisser deux tissus se-
lon la revendication 11, caractérisé en ce que des
fils de chaîne d’effet (101-104) sont prévus qui sont
positionnés de telle sorte que, dans au moins un des
tissus (I), (II), un ou plusieurs desdits fils de chaîne
d’effet (101-104) passent sur le côté figuratif d’un ou
de plusieurs fils de trame d’effet (2), (3) et couvrent
localement lesdits fils de trame d’effet, en fonction
de l’effet destiné à être créé.

13. Procédé pour simultanément tisser deux tissus se-
lon la revendication 11 ou 12, caractérisé en ce que
des fils de chaîne d’effet (101-104) sont prévus qui
sont positionnés de telle sorte que, dans au moins
un des tissus (I), (II), un ou plusieurs desdits fils de
chaîne d’effet (2), (3) passent de façon alternée sur
le côté figuratif du tissu et soient entrelacés avec un
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ou plusieurs fils de trame (1-3) du tissu, pour que
leurs propriétés de détermination d’apparence con-
tribuent à la création de l’effet souhaité.

14. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon la reven-
dication 12 ou 13, caractérisé en ce que des parties
non productrices d’effet de fils de chaîne d’effet
(101-104) sont incorporées dans le tissu supérieur
(I) et/ou inférieur (II), passant dans l’état étendu entre
les fils de trame de fond (1), d’une part, et les fils de
trame d’effet (2), (3), d’autre part, ou passant de fa-
çon alternée en dessous et au-dessus des fils de
trame de fond successifs (1).

15. Procédé pour simultanément tisser deux tissus se-
lon l’une des revendications 12 à 14, caractérisé en
ce que des parties de fils de chaîne d’effet (101-104)
sont incorporées dans le tissu supérieur (I) et/ou in-
férieur (II), passant de façon alternée au-dessus et
en dessous des fils de trame d’effet successifs (2),
(3).

16. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que,
selon un procédé de tissage à double face, deux
tissus de fond (I), (II) sont tissés l’un au-dessus de
l’autre, dans lequel un ou plusieurs fils de chaîne de
poil (19), (21) sont entrelacés de façon alternée dans
les tissus de fond supérieur (I) et inférieur (II) avec
un fil de trame de fond (1) et sont coupés entre les
deux tissus de fond, pour que deux tissus à poils
soient formés.

17. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon la reven-
dication 16, caractérisé en ce que les fils de chaîne
de poil (12-16) ; (17-21) sont positionnés de telle sor-
te qu’un ou plusieurs fils de chaîne de poil (19), (21)
forment des poils selon une armure de formation de
poils 1/n V, dans lequel n est égal au nombre de fils
de trame (1), (2), (3) qui est inséré dans chaque tissu
de fond (I), (II) dans chaque série.

18. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
chaque série comprend deux cycles d’insertion de
trame, et dans lequel, dans chaque série, au niveau
supérieur, un fil de trame de fond (1) et un premier
fil de trame d’effet (2) avec une première propriété
de détermination d’apparence sont insérés, au ni-
veau central, dans chaque cas, un second fil de tra-
me d’effet (3) avec une seconde propriété de déter-
mination d’apparence est inséré, et, au niveau infé-
rieur, un premier fil de trame d’effet (2) et un fil de
trame de fond (1) sont insérés.

19. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon la reven-
dication 18, caractérisé en ce que les fils de chaîne
de poil (12-16) ; (17-21) sont positionnés de telle sor-

te qu’un ou plusieurs fils de chaîne de poil (19), (21)
forment des poils selon une armure de formation de
poils 2/n V, dans lequel n est égal au nombre de fils
de trame (1), (2), (3) qui est inséré dans chaque tissu
de fond (I), (II) pour chaque série.

20. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
les fils de chaîne de poil (12-16) ; (17-21) sont posi-
tionnés au moyen d’un dispositif Jacquard à quatre
positions au moyen duquel chaque position dans
chaque cycle d’insertion de trame peut être atteinte.

21. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
les fils de chaîne de poil de formation de poils (13),
(19), (21) sont entrelacés dans chaque tissu de fond
(I), (II) avec un ou plusieurs fils de trame de fond (1)
qui passent le long du dos par rapport aux fils de
chaîne de tension (8), (9) ; (10), (11) du tissu de fond
respectif (I), (II).

22. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le métier à tisser comprend un peigne avec plusieurs
ouverture de peignes, dans lequel les fils de chaîne
(4-22) sur le métier à tisser sont distribués sur un
nombre d’ouverture de peignes, dans lequel seule-
ment un fil de chaîne de liage (4), (5), (6), (7) est
prévu pour chaque ouverture de peigne par tissu de
fond (I), (II), et dans lequel les fils de chaîne de liage
sont positionnés de telle sorte que plusieurs ensem-
bles de deux fils de chaîne de liage en coopération
(4), (5) ; (6), (7) soient pris de façon alternée au-
dessus et en dessous d’au moins un fil de trame (1),
(2), (3), passant en contre-phase l’un par rapport à
l’autre, et dans lequel les deux fils de chaîne de liage
en coopération (4), (5) ; (6), (7) d’un ensemble ap-
partiennent à deux ouvertures de peigne adjacentes,
respectivement.

23. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que,
selon un procédé de tissage à double face, deux
tissus de fond (I), (II) sont tissés l’un au-dessus de
l’autre alors que des fils de trame de boucle respec-
tifs (30) sont maintenus à une distance des tissus
de fond (I), (II), et dans lequel un ou plusieurs pre-
miers fils de chaîne de poil (13) sont entrelacés de
façon alternée dans le tissu de fond supérieur (I) et
passent par-dessus au moins un fil de trame de bou-
cle (30), pour que des boucles de poil soient formées
sur le tissu de fond supérieur (I), et dans lequel un
ou plusieurs seconds fils de chaîne de poil (19) sont
entrelacés de façon alternée dans le tissu de fond
inférieur (II) et passent par-dessus au moins un fil
de trame de boucle (30), pour que des boucles de
poil soient formés sur le tissu de fond inférieur.
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24. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que,
selon un procédé de tissage à double face, deux
tissus de fond (I), (II) sont tissés, l’un au-dessus de
l’autre, alors que fils de trame de boucle respectifs
(30) sont maintenus à une distance des tissus de
fond (I), (II), dans lequel un ou plusieurs premiers
fils de chaîne de poil (13) sont entrelacés de façon
alternée dans le tissu de fond supérieur (I) et passent
par-dessus au moins un fil de trame de boucle (30),
pour que des boucles de poil soient formés sur le
tissu de fond supérieur (I), dans lequel un ou plu-
sieurs deuxièmes fils de chaîne de poil (19) sont en-
trelacés de façon alternée dans le tissu de fond in-
férieur (II) et passent par-dessus au moins un fil de
trame de boucle (30), pour que des boucles de poil
soient formées sur le tissu de fond inférieur, et dans
lequel un ou plusieurs troisièmes fils de chaîne de
poil (21) sont entrelacés de façon alternée dans les
tissus de fond supérieur (I) et inférieur (II) avec un
fil de trame de fond (1) et sont coupés entre les deux
tissus de fond, pour qu’une zone de poils coupés
soit également produite sur les deux tissus de fond.

25. Procédé pour tisser un tissu à poils selon une des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
les différents fils de trame d’effet (2), (3) diffèrent les
uns des autres par une ou plusieurs des propriétés
suivantes de détermination d’apparence : couleur,
pilosité, lustre, grosseur, matière de fil, épaisseur.
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